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THURSDAY

Murray LedgL.
No disagreement here regents say
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Standing firmlybehind a resolution passed at its February meeting, the Murray State University
board of regents remains united
in opposition to an engineering
education program at Paducah
Community College.
News accounts of Tue.iday's
Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee meeting
indicated the regents arc in disagreement with each other about
the issue.
"There is no disagreement
among the regents," said Chairman James Butts of Fulton.
"Each person may have his own
individual ideas how the issue
should be resolved, but the board
has made official policy and it

"I am for cooperation. I don't
live in Murray or Paducah, but
v..hen the two largest cities in the
Purchase area are squabbling, it
hurts the entire area," he said.
Butts said his comments were
the same he had made March 7
when the two groups met at the
Council on Higher Education
meeting

CS I don't see anyone departing from the
resolution and I certainly don't see any
disagreement.!,

...Philip Lanier
still stands."
Butts and Murray State PresiAccording to the resolution
dent Dr. Ronald J. Kurth were
passed at the February board
invited by Paducah officials to
meeting, "the board of regents at fly to Frankfort with them for the
Murray State University expressmeeting, which they did.
es the opinion that the establish"The Paducah officials did not
ment of a polytechnic institute. at - tell me what to say," Butts said.
Paducah Community College "When I gave my statement, I
would create unnecessary duplisaid the board has an official
cation of programs and facilities, statement on the situation, but as
and that great cost can be avoided
an individual, I will lend my
through cooperative efforts."
leadership to trying to resolve

DR. RONALD KURTH
any problems between the two
communities in an equitable
manner.

Although Paducah officials had
asked Kurth to speak, Kurth said
they withdrew their invitation
after they found he had personal
opinions of the issue contrary to
their position.
"Through the mission of higher
education, Murray State promotes
economic development throughout the region," Kurth said. "An
investment in engineering education which includes MSU provides economic benefits to western Kentucky.
"It is my opinion that the
Senate A & R Committee is
being asked to make a precedent
setting step in the structure of
higher education. If this program
were duplicated at all other corn-

"I anticipate having dialogue
on an ongoing basis with the
Paducah officials," Butts said. "It
is for the betterment of the whole
area to get it settled."
At the CHE meeting, Kunh
and PCC President Dr. Len
O'Hara agreed to meet for further
discussions. Kurth said they met
March 12 and "will continue .to
make progress toward some sort"
of resolution to the issue."
• See Page 2

Couple face
abuse charges

JUST A STROLLIN'

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
A mother and her boyfriend were arrested Wednesday on grand jury
indictments charging them with criminally abusing the wornts fiveyear-old son, according to Murray police reports.
Janic Renee Morrison, 31, of Murray and David E. V
n, 47, of
Dexter were jailed on $25,000 cash bonds.
According to Murray Det. Dean Alexander, Vaughn allegedly hit
the child with a belt and belt buckle in such a manner that left severe
bruises on the child's back.
"It's a very depressing situation," he said.
Alexander said according to statute, a person is guilty of criminal
abuse if the person in custody of the child permits the act to happen.
In addition, the victim must be under 12 years old and either physically or mentally helpless. He said a five-year-old is considered physically helpless.
Alexander said police were notified about the alleged abuse when
the child complained to school officials that his back hurt.
• See Page 2

Barlow wants
to cut spending
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

STACEY CROOK,Ledger & T

photo

Children from Wee Care Day C.3re enjoy a leisurely stroll along with fresh air and sunshine Wednesday afternoon with the help of employees (from
left) Linda Hutson, Valerie Green and Lori Potts.

U.S. Rep. Tom Barlow would
rather stay on the charted course
of reducing expenditures than
throw his support behind the
balanced budget amendment
expected to come before the
House this week.
"Let's not deviate from the
course and stay hard at work cutting spending," Barlow told
reporters in a conference call
Wednesday.
Under the Constitution, a two-

thirds majority of each house is
required to propose an amendment to the Constitution, and
approval by three-fourths of the
states is required to ratify an
amendment.
In the past, Congress has on
several occasions considered a
balanced budget amendment.
"I am flat out against the
budget amendment," Barlow said.
"I want to see the budget
balanced in four to five years,
IN See Page 3

Siege of Sarajevo ends Harding forced
to leave skating
SARAJEVO, Bosnia Herzegovina (AP) — Serbs and
Muslims signed an agreement
today to open roads to civilian
traffic in and out of Sarajevo,
effectively ending the 23-month
siege of the capital.
The deal, signed at Sarajevo
airport under U.N. supervision,
opens up a bridge and key roads
linking Serb and Muslim sections
of the city. It also frees a route
from Sarajevo into central Bosnia, controlled by allied Muslims
and Croats.
Though the agreement does not
permit commercial or military
traffic on the road leading from

Sarajevo to Visoko and on to federation.
Zcnica in central Bosnia, it envisThe successess reflect
ages free passage of civilians in increased outside pressure on the
buses or cars under U.N. escort. warring parties, including an
The agreement was the latest active U.S. and Russian role in
and perhaps most symbol-laden
mediating agreements. But it also
sign that the Bosnian war is appears to be recognition by all
winding down after nearly two sides that little more is to be
years of carnage that has left gained by fighting, either politimore than 200,000 people dead cally or territorially.
or missing.
Hasan Muratovic, the Bosnian
It follows the Serb withdrawal
government's minister for relaof artillery from around Sarajevo, tions with the United Nations,
under pressure from NATO, and
signed the accord along with
a tentative agreement between the
Momcilo Krajisnik, chief of the
Muslim-led government and Bos- self-proclaimed Bosnian Serb
nian and Croats to stop fighting,
reform their alliance and create a • See Page
2

SPECIAL
• Playhouse In the Park presents
'Play It Again Sam.' a sophisticated
adult comedy which will open tomorrow
night and continue through the weekend
Friday and Saturday performances begin
at 8 p m The Sunday matinee begins at
2 p m The play will also be presented
next weekend For ticket information call
759 1752

SPORTS
III The Murray State Racers saw their
season come to an abrupt halt Wednesday night as they dropped a 66-58 deo•
von to Bradley in Peoria, Ill. in the first
round of the NIT Tournament Murray
State ended the year with a 23-6 record

Page 10

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —
In a quiet voice in a packed
courtroom, Tonya Harding
gave up her sport in exchange
for staying out of prison.
Tonya Harding, national figure skating champion, became
Tonya Harding, convicted
felon. She pleaded guilty to
conspiring to hinder prosecutors investigating the attack on
her rival, Nancy Kerrigan, and
resigned from the U.S. Figure

INSIDE
III investigators continue the search
for nearly a dozen corpses today near a
remote mountain cabal in Alabama
Police say the remains could be those of
victims of a serial killer A suspect is currently in custody on other charges

Page 3

Skating Association.
"I'd just like to say I'm
really sorry I interfered," she
told the judge on Wednesday.
Harding will get no jail time
and will not be prosecuted in
any other jurisdiction. But, at
age 23, her competitive career
is over, and $160,000 in fines
and court costs won't leave
much money from her lucraTONYA HARDING

• See Page 2
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•Abuse charges...

FROM PAGE 1
muruty college*. WO= ealiCali°n
eould see a feadameatal
change."
One point Kurth said he has
emphasized for 314 years is that
"economic .develOgimeut in western Kentucky is not the. responsibility of one community — it has
to be all the communities working together."
Along those lines. Kurth said
the difficulty between the two
communities lies at the heart of
the issue.
"It the outcome of the engineenng dispute would force the
two communiues to declare the
past trreles ant. I would grade it
an A. he said.

•••tt-i."' .1•-

yr.

Kurth objected to a quotation
in The Paducah Sun in which he
allegedly said "I an now sitting
here as an independent spirit. I
am sure, if you have been reading
newspapers, you know 1 don't
answer to the Murray board of
regain."
"What I was trying to establish
was that I have an independent
personal opinion on the subject
that is not generated by adherence to the issue on either side,"
Kurth said. "The quotation was
wrong and taken out of contest."
In addition to Butts and Kurth.
regents Sid Easley, Robert Matthews, Philip Lamer, Wells Lovett
and Virginia Stroisecker attended
the heanng.
Los ett said he commended
Kurth for his comments.

MURRAY CABLEVISION
CUSTOMERS
Due to system upgrade,service will
be temporarily interrupted. Thank you
for your patience.

CABLE
VLS1-3N

"I said that as far as indepenMatthews disagreed with the figdence is considered. I live in ures presented by Paducah offi- FROM PAGE 1
Owensboro and 1 don't receive cials indicating there is a need for
"School officials really got the ball rolling." he said.
SI worth of salary and I can give 800 engineers in the next 10
When the child was taken to the hospital, police and social services
an independent view," he said. years.
were contacted, Alexander said. He said since the investigation began,
-If you were to make the same
"I think that is a figment of the child has been placed in the emergency custody of a family
proposal to Owensboro, the com- theu imagination." he said. "1 member.
munity could raise the funds in don't agree with their figures
Alexander said he determined the injurie,; to the child to be serious
60 days.
because I think there are engi- enough to take the evidence to a grand Jury, which returned a sealed
"If we are going to put an neers looking for jobs now."
indictment against the two last Friday.
engineering school in every comMatthews said none of the
"It's been a long time since I've seen one (abuse case) this bad,"
munity that can use engineering other regents has indicated disAlexander said. "Nobody deserves the NNiting that child got."
education, OWC11Sboto, Prestons- agreement with the resolution.
Vaughn allegedly hit the child seseral tunes in the presence of the
burg and Ashland will also be
"If there is a . division in the mother. Alexander said.
back before you wanting similar board. I would be very sur"It's a very uncomfortable situation, hut you're talking about a fivefunds "
prised." he said.
sear-old defenseless kid," he said.
Easley, who serves as board
Lanier. who developed the
vice chairman, said to his know- February resolution, said he is
ledge, every member of the board satisfied with the presentation
agrees with the resolution enacted
made the regents.
at the February meeting.
"I have always viewed the
"Dr. Kurth's remarks accurate- resolution as a springboard to
Olympic Committee and the
FROM PAGE 1
ly represented the position of the
begin talks," he said. "Every
USFSA.
Murray board and were well regent on the board is committed
"I think it was a matter of justive
deal
with
televisio
the
show
n
received by the committee," he to serving the needs of the regFrink said. "What made
tice,"
"Inside Edition."
said. "The regents are united and
ion. The question is how to meet
this
case
esp;cially significant
As
part
the
of
agreemen
t with
support the resolution."
the needs."
was
the
attempt
to defraud a
prosecutors, Harding must get a
Both Lovett and Matthews
Lanier emphasized that every
national institution."
psychiatric evaluation and underspoke before the committee, regent is devoted to using the
Kerrigan was struck above the
go counseling.
although they had not been asked. great resources of Murray State
right
knee in Detroit on Jan. 6,
"I am committed to seeking
"I talked off the cuff," Matthto meet the needs of the region. professio
knocking her out of the national
nal help and turning my
ews said. "After 1 heard the
"I don't see anyone departing
championships and leaving Hardfull attention to getting my perPaducah presentation. I realized from the resolution and I certaining free to win the title and a spot
sonal life in order," Harding
there had to be some kind of ly don't see any disagreement,"
on the Olympic team.
said. "This objective is more
rebuttal. I think this is the open- he said. "We want to be sure the
Harding's ex-husband, Jeff
important than my figure
ing gun to get a four-year school investment at MSU is used to the
Gillooly, said she was in on the
skating."
at Paducah.
fullest extent."
plot and gave the final go-ahead
"1 don:t.--think -Murray should mo Comments attributed to Sen.
to eliminate Kerrigan from the
Harding Was to have left the
have to forego as buildings and
event.
Mike Moloney in The Paducah country this morning to skate in
faculty for a school in Paducah. Sun that "Murray officials
In her guilty plea, Harding
next week's world championships
appear
Why hase a vacant building at to have a
admitted to conspiring with Gilin Japan. Now, her travel is
narrow, parochial view
Murray that is capable of provid- of their obligatio
looly and her bodyguard Shawn
n to serve the restricted to Oregon, Washington
ing engineering education?"
region" also drew some concern and 'California during three years
Eckardt to concoct a false alibi
At the committee meeting, from the regents.
of probation.
only hours after her return from
the nationals on Jan. 10.
- "I have real doubts about the
Without her USFSA memberquote and certainly Sen. Moloney
Left unresolved is the central
never made a comment like that ship, she can't compete in any
queition: Was Harding in on the
plot?
in the hearing," Easley said. "He amateur event and is barred from
the
two
lucrative
was
pro-am
kind
Frink insists the answer is yes.
competin
his
remarks
to
both
1001 Whitnell Dr
itions. Promoters may not want
Murray and Paducah."
—There is obviously substantial
'Murray. KY 42071
Lovett called the quotation "a her in ice shows, given the taint
evidence for her involvement in
DEPARTMENT HEADS
of. the Kerrigan affair.
bad rap and a red herring." the conspiracy and the aiding and
"The regent who introduced
abetting of the assault," he said.
Pubiisher
Walter L. Apperson
Ending Harding's competitive
the resolution which is at issue
Judge Donald Londer ordered
General. Mgr
Alice Rouse •
here is Philip Lanier from Louis- skating career was important to
Managing Editor Gina Hancock
Harding to pay a $100,000 fine,
Advertising Mgr
ville," Loveu said. "He is not a deputy district attorney, Norm
Mary Ann On
SIODOO in prosecution expenses
Frink, who watched in frustration
Creulaban Mar Dennis Hodges
parochial person and his view is
and contribute $50,000 to Special
Classdieds Mgr
Karen Covert
well beyond the city limits. Not as she maneuvered in court to Olympics. She also will serve
looking beyond the city limits is avoid discipline from the U.S. 500 hours of community service.
READER INFORMATION
a false issue."
To react an departments of the
As to whether there is a disnewspaper phone 753-1916
agreement among the. regents.
Subscription Raise
Loveu referred to one of his
Al absorptions payable in advance
favorite remarks.
FROM PAGE 1
and Croatian Serbs to begin talks
Home delivery. 6 days a week
"If two people agree on everynext week aimed at negotiating a
parliamen
t.
thing,
only one is doing the
',nonth
$500i 6 ,•.,ontris $2150
formal
end to their 1991 war. But
Muratovic told reporters ..the
thinking," he said. "There are 10
3 months $1500 I I year
$5700
before
flying to Washington
deal
was
"the
first
very
small
separate thinkers on the board.
today, Russian envoy Vitaly
step
toward
the
(full)
opening
of
I.-here
is
no
BY MAIL
division and no cross
1 YR. $57.00
Churkin said both sides remained
Sarajevo."
feelings."
1.4alied in Calloway Co
Benton
.deeply
suspicious of the other.
But
he
made
clear
that
any
Easley said this is not a
Hardin Maytiesi Sedaliaand Farming
further opening of the beleaIon K y and to Pais Buchanan and
Murray-Paducah issue.
guered city would require more
Pur-year Tenn By mail to other ciesti
The six-month war over
"This is a question of where
nations price is $64 50 per year
Croatia's secession from Yugo-.
engineering courses can be most negotiations and further efforts
Published Monday through Saturday
slavia, which left rebel Serbs
efficiently, wisely and economi- by the United Nations.
every afternoon except Sundays
Krajisnik said the agreement
holding one-third of Croatia's
cally offered," he said. "Without
July4 Thanksgiving Day Christmas
would improve conditions in the
territory, ended in an uneasy
question, those courses should be
Day and New Years Day
offered at the campus of the reg- city, but he refused to say
truce in January 1992. The ethnic
MISS YOUR PAPER?
whether and when the divided conflict then jumped -to neighborional university."
parts. of Sarajevo would be ing Bosnia.
Call the circulation dept. between
united.
5.30-6 p.m Monday-Friday or
Washington and Moscow are
3:30-4 pm Saturday at 753-1916
"I just don't want 4.0 -make a
trying to end the Bosnian war by
political comment on whether the creating a Muslim
-Croat federasi.....,, ,.•eige. a Toon iuSPS 301 700)
city will be unified or divided," tion that later would
embrace
worm, Lodge, I Tann a • minim of it.
he said. "If we were united, we Bosnian Serbs, who
Assoc.aail Prow Kondacoa Nam £—.—
Does
Your
Heart
Good
hold
70 peraid Saultarn alangsapars eutshilhertl Amoco
-.would not need such an cent of Bosnia. The
too Thalhailocroi0 Pram a auchanvety walls,
diplomat
s
American Heart Association
agreement."
to nom otonated to Worse Lodges• toms
envision Bosnia forming a conForeign diplomats also have federation with
Croatia as a
pressured Croatia's government strategic balance to
Serbia, the
strongest state in the region.
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BECAUSE the United Nations Charter is not a treaty at
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Constitution of the United States,

* BECAUSE the machinery of the United Nations
is being
used by enemies of the United States to undermine our
way of life, to take away our accustomed
liberties, to
embroil our armed forces in local wars all over the world
— Korea, Vietnam, and Africa, with "neither promise nor
hope of viclory" — and finally to transfer our armed forces
to the United Nations under command of foreigners and
our enemies, leaving us disarmed and without defense
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Digging resumes at mountain home of suspected killer
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ESTILL FORK, Ala. (AP) —
Digging will resume today
behind a remote mountain cabin
where a suspected serial killer is
believed to have buried nearly a
dozen bodies.
Investigators unearthed a skelton Friday at a 4-foot-deep grave
found on 40 acres of rugged
woodland owned by Frank T.
Potts, 50, about 35 miles northwest of Scottsboro.
The remains were identified
Wednesday as those of Robert
Earl Jines, 19, of Lakeland, Fla.,
who was reported missing in
1989 several weeks after arriving
at Estill Fork with Potts, Jackson
County Chief Investigator Dennis
Miller said.
The cause of death was blunt
trauma to the head, Miller said.

Potts, a migrant NEM worker,
is in jail without bond in his
hometown of Bartow, Fla., on a
charge of sexual battery of an
I I -year-old girl.
He has not been charged in any
killings, but police say he is a
suspect an up to 15 unsolved slayings in New York, Pennsylvania,
Alabama, Kentucky, Georgia and
Florida.
Polk County, Fla., officials
have contacted Jefferson County,
Ky., police but provided no
details about when POLLS might
have been in the state, said Wendy Peters, Jefferson County
police spokeswoman.
Florida investigators say the
victims were killed during the
last 15 years and ranged from age
12 to their early 20s. In each

case, Potts was in the area where
Wells has declined to comment
the killings are believed to have on whether it's suspected that
occurred, police said.
bodies were brought to the isoMiller said digging was halted lated site and buried after being
Friday until FBI agents and lead killed elsewhere, or if killings
investigators from Florida could may have occurred on the mounarrive at the scene, which they tain, where residents said Potts
did Wednesday.
was seen with young people he
Some preliminary digging was
often brought with him after
conducted Wednesday, but a fullcompleting seasonal migrant jobs.
scale exploration of potential
Jines was reported missing in
grave sites would begin today, ,1989 by his girlfriend in Port
Miller said.
,Charlotte, Fla., and his parents in
Tracking dogs indicated skeletIndianapolis, Ind.
al remains may be buried at about
Authorities searched Potts'
a dozen sites within a 120-yard
property then, but found nothing,
radius of Potts' cabin, where the
Miller said.
grounds are littered with broken
Two items were found in the
appliances, cans, bottles and the
grave with Jines, but Miller
rusting carcass of a 1970s model
refused to say what they were.
Chevrolet truck.
Investigators planned to visit
Jackson County Sheriff Mike
Indianapolis today in relation to

one of the items, Miller said.
He said one item "could be
critical to the other cases."
About 1977, police began
receiving tips from people who
knew Potts in Florida that he was
burying bodies on his land on
Garrett Mountain near the Tennessee border, but despite several
searches, nothing was ever found,
Miller said.
John T. Miller, 77. sold the

which we are trying to do now
and then see us go into surplus."
Barlow said the amendment
will gain support in the House,
but that in effect the votes will be
"nothing more than political
grandstanding."
"1 don't know what will happen in the House, but some people will vote for it because they
will be assured that it will not
come up again," he said.
The Senate defeated a proposed balanced budget constitutional amendment March 1 by a
vote of 63 to 37, four votes short
of the two-thirds majority
required by the Constitution.
"I would- rather see us continue
to go on the same line and
*balance the budget in four to five
years," Barlow said. "We've
worked hard to firm up our resolve and I am looking for more
cuts."
• •

•

•

A hot topic of debate in Kentucky is the user fees at lake
facilities proposed by the Corps
of Engineers, which Barlow
opposes.
--•
.
"1 have introduced a bill to
stop the Corps from Iharging
these fees," he said. "I think
charging user fees would result in
much more expense to collect the
fee than what the agency would
actually collect.

"Oftentimes you find the proposal will cost more than actually
saved because you will have to
have fencing, booths and staff. It
would be pretty expensive," he
said.
One of the important factors in
Barlow's decision to introduce
the bill is that the most of Kentucky's economic foundation
relies on tourism.
"I've had a lot of calls from
people expressing concerns about
the issue," he said. "User fees
would drive tourists to other
areas, devastating many small
business owners and eliminating
many jobs in Kentucky."
•

•

•

•

Barlow has hosted several
town meetings throughout the
First District to discuss health
care, which has raised much concern among the voters.
"I think basically what people
want is a nuts and bolt kind of
plan that is easy to understand
and doesn't get very expensive,"
Barlow said. "People are worried
that we will end up with something with a big bureaucracy that
will take away the coverage we
are happy with."
- Barlow said the Clinton health
care plan is having problems
because people sec it as being
very complex.
"Although you may see parts
of it, the Clinton plan is pretty

spoirO%
GRILL

well dead," he said. "People are
focusing in hard on what needs to
be done."
Barlow emphasized that he has
not signed on with any medical
program because he is waiting to
see what proposals are being
made.
"I think the people want us to
move cautiously," he said.
Tobacco farmers have been
vocal about the health care situation because the Clintons have
indicated much of the funding for
their health care plan would come
from a tobacco tax.
"Along with Congressmen
from other states, I have been
saying that tobacco is a lifestyle
choice and in order to tax it, you
must tax things like cars and
cholesterol," Barlow said. "What
final increases we end up with
will be applied equally to all
types of tobacco.

Support

"The final figure will be significantly lower than 75 cents.
There's no way it will be $2,"
Barlow said. "If you start treating
different types of tobacco differently, you are going back to
pre-1986 when there were taxes
on playing cards and
motorcycles."

"
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We Recycle
Rooms or
Entire Houses!
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Get up to $150 back instantly from
your participating Trane dealer.

• Interior Design Service
• Decorative Accessories
• Wallpaper
• Custom Draperies
• Upholstery Fabric
• Blinds, Shades &
Verticals

Just buy a Trane XL 1100 package Gas/Electric before May 1, 1994 and receivk.
up to Si 50 in Quick Savings Rebate checks. How can you turndown an offer likt
that? One of the world's most reliable gas/electric systems. High efficiency gas
heating and electric cooling. Quiet. Legendary, durable Clirnatufirm compres
sor. Ten-year manufacturer's limited warranty. And an on-the-spot rebate to pui
fast cash back in your pocket. Now, all we ask is that you call your participatinp
Trane dealer today.
Because while it always pays to buy a Trane
system, it doesn't always pay quite so generously.
It's Hard To Stop A Trane TM

Randy Thornton
Company, Inc• 753-8181
802 Chestnut St.
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He said two women and a man
accompanied Potts to the site, but
he didn't know their names.

.e're not
as
you to
buy a Thane
system.
We're paying
you to.

•Barlow...
FROM PAGE 1

land to Potts, who finished mak
ing payments on it in 1981.
"He came up here to look at it
after I listed it with a real estate
agency," John Miller said. "He
didn't say what he was going to
use it for and I didn't ask."

104 N. Market (Court 'uare) Paris, TN
442-2325 Mon.-Sot 9-5
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We would like to thank you for helping us grow and
expand over the past 11 years. We've brought in a lot
of new spring merchandise and are retagging every
item in our huge million dollar inventory!

SAVE UP TO
with

PRIME RIB WEEK

3 %- 5 %

OFF

LIST

(Including La-Z-Boy. Norwalk. Kincaid,
Simmons Beautyrest and Sealy Posturepedic)
PLUS

Fresh Cut Prime Rib
• Available Every Night •
MARCH 11 - MARCH 19
Prime Rib cooked fresh daily
and cut from the loin and
smothered in au jus
Ladies Cut $9.95

UP TO 24 MONTHS
FREE FINANCING
mirwur.1

5500.

APPROVED

CREDIT

STOCK

MERCHANDISE

ONL.

SPECIAL SPRING BREAK DE,‘LS
DAILY FOR LUNCH

Jowl us for full coverage of all
NCAA Tournament games "LIVE

Creative Interiors

(Entire menu available for Carry Out)
HOURS Sun -Thurs 8 o.m to 11 p m
Fri -Sat 8 a m to lam

Corner of 15th St & Olive Blvd.
Murray, Kentucky • (502) 7.53-1116

"On The Square" - Mayfield - 247-4488
SA-MASTERCARD

FREE LAYAWAY

90 DAYS SAME AS CAS

41
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Red herring needs to be stuffed

GINA liANCOCIE
Ma maga* Edttor

ALICE ROUSE
Gcrkeral MArtager

Where there is no

1.,
L.SIMI. the people pertsh.."
PUBL#SHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. LC

ANALYSIS

Rostenkowski win
a plus for Clinton
health care plan
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Rep Dan Rostenkowski's strong primary tictory represents not only a personal triumph for a politician
in legal jeopardy, but a boost for President Clinton and the forces
of health care reform.
By the laws of politics. Rostenkowski the loser would hate heenweakened In. egorts to steer a measure ',through the Wa_ys ,and
Means Committee that he chairs and then help meld it with inns
emerging from other panels to pass the House and finally into a
House-Senate compromise
Rostenkowski the renominated suffers little or no loss of strength
with the heavy lifting on health reform just getting under
way.
"People are concerned about a health care reform package. The
president's concerned about it and I want to help him govern.
" the
Illinois Democrat said in an NBC interview on Wednesday.
shortly
atter he piled up an unexpectedly large 50 percent of the bote
in a
use-way, race.
"To have him in the (chairman's) chair will certainly be a
plus,"
Democratic Whip David Bonior of Michigan said a few
hours later.
Rostenkowski's victory is "extraordinarily important" for
the
health care legislation. House Speaker Thomas Foley added,
as is
the presence of Reps. John Dingell and William Ford. chairme
n of
the two other committees with major jurisdiction.
After 13 years as chairman of the tax-writing Ways and
Means
panel. Rostenkowski's abilities as a negotiator and legislative
craftsman are in high, bipartisan regard_
"He knows how to read an audience," said Rep. Benjamin Cardin, D-N1d., a Ways and Means member. "He knows how to
make
-modifications in a bill. He's the best there is at that."
"Danny is one of the best leaders I've ever run across in polltics.•• said Sen. Bob Packwood, R-Ore., a former chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee who negotiated the final details of the
landmark 1986 tax reform bill with Rostenkowski.
House GOP Whip Newt Gingrich also offers praise for Rostenkowski's abilities, saying he was one of the "two or three best legislative craftsmen the Democrats have. .. This is a guy who'knows
how to get things through the House."
In addition to praising Rostenkowski. though, Gingrich is after
him.
The Georgia Republican wants the House ethics committee to
conduct an investigation of the ,House Post Office scandal that has
ensnared Rostenkowski. The scandal has prompted a two-year federal grand jury investigation into his finances, and with it. the diffiCA:tit feft0filtftattOft - contest that Rostenkowski survived
Tuesday
night.
Rostenkowski denies any wrongdoing and has not been
charged
in the case.
An indictment on a felony charge would require him
to step
down from his chairmanship, a prospect that several
Democrats
concede pri‘awly would seriously hamper efforts to approse
health
care and other items on Clinton's legislative agenda.
The health care drafting has begun in Congress, but just barely,
in an 11-mcmber House subcommiuce whose splintered views
mirror the House as a whole. In the meantime, Bonior and Democra
tic
leader Richard Gephardt have begun meeting individually
and in
small groups with Democrats to sound them out on key
points of
health care.
Bonior said Wednesday that the. Democrats are proceeding on the
assumption they will need to demonstrate an absolute majority of
218 firm votes in the House before any Republicans sign on, a calculation that makes Rostenkowski's skills all the more valuable.
And while the 18-term Democrat said in victory Tuesday night
that he was "proud to be a soldier in the president's march fOr
change" he largely avoids staking out ideological positions.
"I'll try to do what the president wants, but I'm not committed
to it." he said of Clinton's detailed legislative proposal in a midwinter interview.
"I'm a negotiator, and I'll sit there and try to get as much as I
can for the president."
Clinton hopes so.
He appeared in Rostenkowski's district two weeks ago in a visit
that had the look and feel of an endorsement despite White House
insistence that it wasn't.
"Had it not been for his leadership last year, we would not have
done the things that we've done that have got this economy on die
right course." Clinton said of the deficit-reduction bill that Rostenkowski helped put together.
EDITOR'S NOTE — David Espo is the AP's congressional
cor respondent.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents art welcome and encouraged to express
their
opinions on our "Peripective" page by writing letters to
the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply
with the following guidelines: all letters must be Signed by the
writer, with the
writa's address and telephone number included in case verificat
ion is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be publishe
d). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Loners should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. we reserve the right to condense or reject
any letter
and to limit frequont writers.
Letters should he addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray
Lodger
& Times. P.O. Box 1440, Murray, KY 42071.

Whoa"
My head is spinning from the
recent splash of interviews concerning Tuesday's Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee
meeting. The hearing was on
Paducah Community College's
engineering program proposal.
A blaring headline Wednesday
in The Paducah Sun informed the
region that Murray State University regents disagree on engineering funds.
Because we were not at that
meeting, we had to rely on written accounts and the versions of
what others at the meeting
remember.
The story behind how MSU
officials ended up in Frankfon is
interesting. From -what can be
gathered. not all the regents were
contacted about the meeting and
they definitely didn't all ride
together
—Kurth -and-Chairmanitin-Butts
flew to Frankfort with the Paducah group. The others present
Sound out through word of mouth
and waggled In by plane, train or
automobile..
importantly -there is concern with MSU President Ronald
Kurth's quoted comments.
Here's a sample:
am now
sitting here as an independent

the faculty and the facilities are
already in place.
One area that has been in dispute is the number of engineers
needed.
But the central question is: Do
the regents disagree with one
another?
From interviews reporter Amy
Wilson
his conducted, the answer
spirit." And: "...you know I don't
And once again that tired old
is a resounding no.
have to answer to the Board of argument was trotted
out TuesRegents."
The regents': version: They
day. Murray is provincial. We
Kurth and the regents present
each have personal opinions
don't look beyond our own city
all agreed his comments were
about the issue and they may
limits. Blah, blah, blab.
taken out of context.
express those, but at the same
Give me a break. Regent Wells
Whew, that's a relief. The last
time, there is still unanimous supLovett called that argument a red
time I checked Kurth was still on
port for the original board resoluherring. Well, I'm ready to take
MSU's payroll as president to
tion which stated offerings at
out my literary rod and reel and
carry out policy developed by the
PCC would be an unnecessary
have a stuffed herring mounted
board.
duplication of programs and
on my desk.
Kurth told reporter Amy Wilfacilitie
s.
If MSU opposes something, we
son that his "independent spirit"
I'm not sure I understand why
are called provincial. If we sit
comment was part of his prepared
back -on our laurels and don'to—_-Committee Chairman Mike Mob remarks. He said he was making
ner told Paducah .Sun reporter
become involved, we are called•
a connection to another indepenBill Bartleman that MSU officials
provincial
dent spirit on -the zotrunit
-it AS' precisely taxause--M-S11-- _lama narrow, parochial view of
Sen. Mike Moloney.
takes its regional mission serious- their obligation to the region.
In fact, none of the regents
Is it narrow and parochial to
ly that the regents and the admipresent was offended by any of nistration have become involved
want to be involved in offering
Kiknit'S comments.- - four-year courses in engineering
in this issue.
If he had made the "I don't
to western Kentucky?
The Ledger was told that
answer -to the Board of Regents' Regent. Robert Matthews
-Isn't it narrow and parochial to
-did notcomment. I wouldn't be surprised
deny the need for engineers in the oppose MSU's involvement
if an emergency regents meeting
region but asserted, as MSU has instead of the other way around?
had been called once they reachall along, that courses should be
Our friend the red herring just
ed the Frankfort city limits.
offered at the university where
won't swim back to reality.
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Michael Novak: Resurrection man
It used to be that the highest
compliment one could pay to an
academic was to call him a "Renaissance man." An even higher honorific comes to mind in the case of
Michael Novak,this year's recipient
of the Templeton Prize for progress
in religion. It is "resurrecuon man."
Novak once was blind, but now
he sees; once was lost, but now is
found. once accepted as gospel that cultural system. If
any one of these
ered a Third World nation.
bigger government meant better
is injured, the others are injured,
Democratic capitalism, nourgovernment: once believed the litoo. If any one is missing, the
ished by strong families and shared
tany of the '60s counterculture that resulting system falls
short of our
moral and cultural values, allowed
blamed America first for the world's dreams."
this country to create wealth and
ills and flirted dangerously with
Novak's point is that capitalism
raise the boats of all those willing to
socialism.
without democracy and a firm
work to levels unheard of in history.
The Templeton Prize is a fiuing
foundation undergirding culture can
Today
even our "poor" are rich by
recognition of Novak's intellectual
be as destructive to the human spirit
the standards of the rest of the world
and spiritual metamorphosis and of as socialism is,
with its hostility to
and have the opportunity and freethe contributions he has made to free enterprise,
private property and
dom to escape their misery.
infusing economics, politics and
individual liberties. The nations that
More recently, Novak has been
religion with intellectual soundness have tried socialis
m are now abandevoting
his considerable intellect
and plain common sense.
doning it as outmoded, unworkable
to a small Catholic magazine he coPerhaps more than any American and just plain
wrong.
founded called Crisis. In the Dethinker, Novak, who once toiled for
Those who lament the number of
cember,
1992. issue, he promotes
such liberal icons as Eugene
McCarthy and George McGovern, poor people among us. says Novak, those who hold to what have been
forget that most Americans were
labeled "traditional values" as the
combatted the notion that capitalism
poor until the turn of the century.
"new counterculture." Without
is for the favored few, is oppressive
Then the United States, by today's
apology, he lays blame for the
and, in fact, is responsible for the
standards, would have been considdestruct
ion now being visited on the
impoverishment of great numbers in
nations where it has been tried.
Long before values and ethics
became the stuff of best-seller lists,
political campaigns and talk shows,
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
Novak understood the roots of capi1533 Longworth Office Building. Washington D.C. 20515
talism In 1978, he wrote "The
S02-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
American Vision An Essay on the
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
Future of Democratic Capitalism,"
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
in which tic said our system "is a
202-224-4143 (Washington)
trinitarian system It is three systems
U.S. SEN. MITCH MeCONNELL
in one It is. at once, an economic
120 Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
system a political system and a
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 2(12-224-2541 (Washington)

Attention Washington!

country at the feet of "those who
work in the movies, rock music,
television, the law schools, some
leaders of the feminist movement,
some leaders of the gay rights
movement and many in journalism
who worry about protecting their
progressive credentials (who) are
together waging a form of total
warfare to destroy every vestige of
cultural support for (and the residual cultural prestige of) Christian
faith and morals."
Novak describes their philosophy
as "modern Christophobia...a war
not only against the image of Christ,
against Judaism and against truth,
but also against Christian morals
and practices. With diabolical cleverness, the cutting edge of this
assault is seduction through issues
of sex and gender. Modern sexual
ethics — whether as theory or as
practice — is directly incompatible
with Christian morals... The modern
age OVALS sex as mostly about
fulfillment, pleasure, free expression, the following out of fantasies,
sadism and masochism. To say that
homosexual acts between consenting adults (are) morally wrong is
taken as evidence of bigotry."
More than cursing darkness, Novak lights spintual and intellectual
candles. He believes that those who
have been on the receiving end of
the cultural attack can now respond
with the fires of truth that the
guerrillas of the past tried to extinguish.
The Templeton Prize comes with
a check for SI million. It is small
compensation for what Michael Novak is contributing to this country
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ARTS
Production
opens Friday

MSU art professor honored
as Art Educator of the Year

SAM TREVATHAN

MEGAN BLACK

FITZGIBBON FAMILY

Local students give
several piano recital
A number of recitals have been
presented recently by young piano
students who are enrolled in the
Suzuki method of piano study,
which relies on the cooperative
relationship of teacher-parent-child
and develops the talents believed to
be inherent in every child if carefully nurtured, according to Murray
instructor Dot Mason.
The recitals, representing the
completion of the first phase of their
progress in the "Suzuki" or "Mother
Tongue" approach to the study Of
music, were performed at various
sites. Mason said music is performed from memory and is proof
of many daily practice hours.
In November, Megan Black, 7year-old daughter of Randall and
Kim Black, presented her "Book 1"
piano recital in the choir room of the

Price Doyle Fine Arts Building.
The Black family has participated in
the Suzuki music program for three
years. Black began violin study as a
student of Liz Conklin. She presented her Book 1 Violin recital when
she was five. Shc added piano to her
practice schedule a year ago.
Sam Trevathan, son of John and
Betsy Trcvathan performed the 21
musical selections contained in the
first book of the Suzuki method at
his home in December. A story,
read by his mother,incorporated the
title of each of the pieces, which he
played as they were read. Mason
said his recital performance marked
his readiness to progress into the
more difficult piano compositions
of Bach, Mozart and Schumann that
make up the next phase of study.
Proving that this methwl of learn-

Schempp play will be
published in anthology
Murray playwright James I.
Schempp will have one of his plays,
"Wheelchair Blues," published in an
anthology titled "Twenty Plays
From the New Play Development
Workshop."
The collection of plays is edited
by Jeffery Scott Erwell of Mississippi State University. The book
will be published by the Playwrights
Program of the Association for
Theatre in Higher Education.
Schempp is on the faculty of Murray
State University in the department
of Speech Communication and
Theatre, where he teaches playwrighting.
The New Play Development
Workshop (NPDW) was instituted
in 1990, and since that time more
than thirty plays have been developed through readings and workshops in Seattle, Atlanta, Chicago
and Philadelphia. The NPDW has
had plays receive subsequent honors, productions, and readings at

ing is

truly a family affair, theFitzgibbon family — John and
Eileen along with Elizabeth, Christopher,and Patrick — were on stage
in the Farrell Recital Hall of the Fine

Arts Building when the children
performed the pieces required in the
program either in ensemble or as
solos. Their camping trip to Belmont Park, as written and narrated
by their mother, Eileen, became a
musical journey through the first
Book that they completed.
Mason said it is the goal of the
Suzuki approach to open each
child's life to the joy of musical
expression and develop the child's
potential to the fullest. In addition
to their mothers and fathers, who fill
the role as-home teachers, all of the
above recitalists study weekly with
Mason.

Dr. Camille Serre, associate professor of art and head of an education at Murray State University,
recently received Kentucky's Art
Educator of the Year Award in
Higher Education. The award, presented by the Kentucky Art Education Association, was given in recognition of Serre's dedication and
professional achievements in the
field of art education.
Serre has also been nominated at
the national level for the Southeastern Region Higher Education Art
Educator of the Year Award. The
recipient of this award will be
announced at the 34th annual convention of the National Art Education Association (NAEA), which is
being held in Baltimore in April.
Serre developed and directed two
highly successful professional
meetings — a conference at Purdue
University focusing on programs in
the arts for gifted ind talented
elementary and secondary students
and a symposium at Murray Stateaddressing international perspectives concerning children's artistic,
cognitive and aesthetic development.
Serre received her BFA in sculpture and art education from the
Univer-Sity of Michigan and her MA
in jewelry and metalsmithing from
Eastern Michigan University. Her
Ph.D. in art education is from
Purdue University and she has
taught at all levels, including preschool.
The national and international
experience Sere has attained stems
from more than 25 presentations she
has delivered at meetings of professional organizations. She has
addressed members of such organizations as the Asian Pacific Confederation of Arts Education, the
World Council of Gifted and Talented Children, the NAEA, the
United States Society for Education
through Art and the International
Society for Education through Art.
Serre has also taught abroad and
served as a delegate for artistic,
educational and cultural exchanges
in Czechoslovakia, China, Russia
and Hungary.

Play It Again Sam opens
this weekend at the Playhouse
in the Park.
The sophisticated adult
comedy, directed by MSU student Chris Ainsworth, will run
for two weekends. Friday and
Saturday performances begin
at 8 p.m. and Sunday's show
begins at 2 p.m.
Ainsworth is a senior theatre
major at MSU. He has performed in several productions
on campus and at the Kentucky Center for the Arts in
Louisville.
Ainsworth served at the
executive assistance at the
Kincaid Regional Theatre of
Northern Kentucky.
For tickets or other information call 759-1752.

Dr. Camille Serre
One of her recent publications,an
article titled "Crafts at Murray State
University," brought recognition to
the University's art department as
"one of Kentucky's most valuable
resources for education in the crafts
areas of ceramics, functional design, surface design and _Awelry/
metalsmithing."

The Arts &
Humanities.
There's something

in ir for you.

Puburah ,Svmphortv Chorus
Saturday, March 26
8:15 pm, Symphony Hall
FEA7-TRZZ AmmucAN Far. Sams & COMPOSERS
Tickets:
$6.50 & $8.50

Reservations:
444-0065 or 1-800-738-3727

E
FRE4'74-8339
Scotch Guard

With regular priced carpet cleaning

Offey Good "Dna March 31

Carpet Cleaning & Building Maintenance

Take advantage of our
Pre-Season savings!

theatres such as Actors Theatre of
Louisville, Love Creek's Off-Off
Broadway Festival, Milwaukee
Rep's Playwright's Studio Theatre,
New York's Actors' Institute, San
Jose's Multicultural Festival, and
Source Theatre's One-Act Plays
Festival.
Schcmpp's play was produced in
workshop in Seattle during the
summer of 1991, and was subsequently produced by The Actors'
Institute in New York City in 1992.
"I am really happy to see 'Wheelchair Blues' getting this recognition
and further publication," Schempp
said. "The script was included in
another anthology last year, and I
have gotten some productions as a
result of that book."
Murray residents will have a
chance , to view another of
Schempp's new plays when his
latest work, "Henderson's Barn," is
presented as part of the West Kentucky Playwright's Festivalein April.

Chaise Lounge
5 Piece Set
Table & Four Chairs
Regular $516

Now $29995
Regular $312

Now $19995
Tea Cart

NOW ON
SALE
Save

25%-40%

On All Styles
Regular $248

NOW

Regular $289

for the
season

Glider

3 Piece Set
Cafe Table &
Two Chairs
Regular $357

Now

Now $17995
Meadowcrafe

$19995
Caga/FzeletVir

March 23

Leg
Chair
Regular $128
Regular 11164

g

bUCant ...the great
Aurora. KY
food place!
Hwy 68 near Kentucky Lake
Open at Spris
ltmeti Mtn/ eta Team in *ring tir Full
Orwn Every opennici mid-luni, --mid Aug
(11~11 In Winter

502-474-2778
,tionitrtlity/ reaerry /err 111(II

Mere

995
$15

Now $9995

Table
Regular $132

Now $7995

Now $8995

Thurman's
FURNITURE
208 E. Main

New Store Hours 9:00-640

763-4834
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Bridal
Registry

TODAY

Arra
6
Radvay Dais
Julie key Os Sill MeCoon
Asswart Cabala & Chris Hake
Dams Campbell &Chi* Lawson
Lama Give Maim Himpion
Peggy Elia & Wirt Carroll
Krim= Fairchild &
Thee Saarrot
Amy Clam It Tim Elrod
Beth Haley & Hash Saw
Bethany Hall & Pow Lawmisot

Class registration
planned.Tuesday
Orientation/Registration for
evening daises, WM be Tuesday.
Much 22, at 6 p.m. at West Kentucky State Technical School.
5200 Biandville Rd., Padocah.
These classes arc the
following:
Computer Fundamentals, Word
Processing - Applications.
Accounting, Workplace Readiness, industrial Safety. Manicuring. Tailoring. Medical Terminology, Anatomy and Physiology,
Nutrition, Machine Tool Technology, Computer Aided Drafting.
Welding. Refrigeration Handling
Certification, Air Conditioning.
Certified Medication Aide
(CMA), Photography. Sign Language, Security Guard Training,
Insurance Coding. Real Estate,
First Aid/CPR. MAC-Dcskrop
Publishing, Motorcycfe Safety,
and Cake Decorating.
A minimum of 12 students is
required in most classes. A preenrollment list is maintained for
each course. Students who are
enrolled in continuing education
classes are expeCted- to pay The
cost recovery fee.
To enroll or for more information, call 1-502-554-4991.

Krts Harper 6 Gary &hag
Stephanie McCarty &
Jemmy Whitmore
Robyn McCarty & Chew Isaacs
Sarah Mills & John Newberry H
Mehma Ryan & Kurt Kingly
Chnstie Sauer & Joey Crawford
Belinda Williams & David Bailey
Susan Wilson &
Scott Seggerrnan
Becky Wolf & Jon Klein
ps

impo

111,.
12058 Chetnut • 733-1851

SUBSCRIBE
Sunday
11 a.m.

Nightly
7 p.m.

.4;t3 Et.

March 20-23

El

Pastor Liberty Baptist - Graves Co.
Special Music • Nursery

'ANY

FLINT BAPTIST
Pastor: Ronnie IlidePhearson

elg7210
Statnng

Starts March II

LiAa Perry

8 Seconds mom
130 330

710 910

uarcfing Tess
130 325

(PG13)

700 900

Matinees Saturday
and Sunday Only

On Deadly
around (A)
130 330

720 920

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
REBECCA MARIE WOLF IS CURRENTLY EMPLOYED as a
Residence Hall Director at Ripon College, Wpm,Win., and not is
Ripon, Iowa, as listed in her engagement announcement on Wednesday. She and Jon Robert Klein will be married at First Presbyterian Church, Murray, on Saturday, May 21. A reception and
dance will follow at Curris tenter Dance Lounge, Murray State
University. Miss Wolf is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth H.
Wolf of Murray.

Support Group for Blind will meet
The Support Group for the Blind will meet tonight (Thursday) at 6
p.m. in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library, 710 Main St.,
Murray. This is a counseling and organizational, non-profit group.
This group meets each third Thursday of each month. For more information call 753-1161, 753-7694, or 753-0911. This group is open to
all ages that are visually impaired, totally blind, and other interested
persons.

McCarty-Isaacs vows
will be said on- April 9
Mr. and Mrs. Amos M. McCarty Jr. of 80-4 Minerva Place, Murray,
announec :the approaching marriage of their daughter, Robyn Leigh
McCarty, to James Andrew Isaacs, son of Mr. and Mrs. Terry Isaacs
of 201 South Third St., Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Robbie Crouse and the
late Laverne Crouse and of Mrs. Ea1ala McCarty and the late Amos
McCarty Sr., all of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of James Elwood and Jo Nell Fuller, the late William Isaacs, and the late Edith Carrol.
Miss McCarty is a 1990 graduate of Murray High School and
attended Murray State University. She is employed by Radiology
Associates of Murray.
Mr. Isaacs is a 1988 graduate of Carlisle County High School. A
1994 graduate of Mid-Amcnca College of Mortuary Science, he is
employed by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, April 9, at 7 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House.
A reception will follow the wedding.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Penny Homemakers Club
has meeting at Temptations

Blue Chips (pG73)
130

3.40

7-05 9.15

Program Information
Call 753-3314

OWES TO GO
Hare

Target
Rookto of dm Tour
Tao Conobondla
Open II eaass. 1st ii p.m.

TOPS KY. #469 will meet

Robyn Leigh McCarty and
James Andrew Isaacs to marry

Penny Homemakers Club held
its February Valentine luncheon
at Temptations Restaurant with
Ruth Parker, vice president,
presiding.
Nell Norsworthy gave the
devotion on "New Beginnings."
Reports .were given by Marelle
Farlcss, secretary, and ldoma
Glenn, treasurer. All members
were present except Carol Taylor.
Mrs. Parker reported a total of
$4.40 for the Friendship Fund.
The club received a rebate of 514

Evangelist Rev. Rodney Wallace

El

JO'S DATEBOOK

The Mass(PG13)
130 320

705 900

from the sale of Christmas
poinsettias. Alice Like and Nell
Norsworthy reported that the
club's adopted senior citizens,
Thelma Stockton and Pauline
Norswonhy, were thrilled with
their poinsettias and thanked the
club for its thoughtfulness.
Carol Taylor made a donation
of $15 to the Family Resource
Center on behalf of Penny Homemakers Club as a memorial to
Nell Norswonhy's granddaughter
and- husband, Carol and Bryan
Luffman, who died in a traffic
accident in December.
Alice Like reported that
Nathan Fortner expressed his
appreciation for his outstanding
award plaque, donated by the
Penny Club. A thank you note
was received from Western State
Hospital for the club's gift at
Christmas.
Bars of soap were donated for
the Family Resource Center. Carol Taylor volunteered to work for
the Recyling Center March 8.
A minor lesson on "Depression" was given by Murrell Madrey. Violet Johnson was back
after being absent for several
months.
Mrs. Norsworthy, Mrs. Parker
and Mrs. Farless attended the
meeting on "Wreath Making" and
lesson sheets were distributed.
The club will meet Monday,
March 21, at 1p.m. at the home
of Mrs. Fatless.

TOPS KY. #469 will meet tonight (Thursday) in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 6:45 p.m.
,-with- the program to begin at 7 pm. All members and visitors are
invited to attend. TOPS is a non-profit organization dedidated to those
interested in weight loss.

Wranglers Club plans workdays
Wranglers Riding Club will have a workday on Saturday, March 19,
•at 9 a.m, at the club grounds on Van Cleave Road. off Highway 94
East. Another workday will be Saturday, Mrach 26, at 9 a.m. All
members and interested persons are urged to be at the club grounds to
get them ready for the spring and summer horse shows.

Parish potluck fish fry Friday
St. Leo's Catholic Church will have its Parish potluck fish fry to
celebrate St. Patrick's Day on Friday, March 18, from 5 to 6:30 p.m.
Fish, bread and cole slaw will be furnished. Parishioners are requested
to bring a covered dish or dessert. Stations of the Cross willbe at 7
p.m.

Support Group meeting Monday
Steve Compton, pharmacist, will be the guest speaker at a meeting
of Agoraphobia Anxiety Panic Disorder Support Group on Monday,
March 21, at 6:30 p.m. Meetings of this group are held each Monday
at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 W. Main St., Murray. For more
information call Kathy at 753-1907.

Oaks Club plans dance on Saturday
Oaks Country Club will have a St. Patrick's Dance on Saturday,
March 19, from 8 to 11 p.m. The band, Night Fish, will provide the
music. The cost will be SIO per person. Snacks and set-ups will be
provided. Reservations are not required, but arc preferred for seating.
Persons may call Della Miller at 753-2721 or Laverne Claxton at
753-2021.

Douthitt will help with tax forms
Louis Douthitt, retired accountant, will once again this year give
help to senior citizens and other needy persons with their income tax
forms. He will be at the Glendale Road Church of Christ from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. each Tuesday through April 12. For - information call
753-3714 or 753-9915.

CCMS accepting nominations
Nominations for parent representatives to the School-based Decision Making Council at Calloway County Middle School arc currently
being accepted. Parents who will have children at CCMS next year are
eligible to nominate themselves or other eligible parents. The deadline
for nominations is March 23, and elections will be conducted March
28 in conjunction with the CCMS Showcase. Written nominations can
be submitted to Vickie Travis, 753-3257, Don Chamberlain,
753-5691, Marilyn Willis, 753-4182, or left at the Middle School. For
additional information cOntact Vicky White at the Middle School,
753-4182.

Special pageant here March 26
The third annual Little Mr. and Miss Fire-Rescue Pageant will be
Saturday, March 26, at Woodmen of World Building at South Third
and Maple Streets, Murray. This will be for boys and girls, ages 0 to
12, of Murray and Calloway County only. Registration will be at 10
a.m. and the pageant will be at 11 a.m. Persons may register the day
of the pageant. Dress will be Easter sportswear. For more information
call 753-0137 after 5 p.m.

Teen State Pageant planned
Kentucky's first America's Best Teen State Pageant will be April 8
and 9 at Freed M. Curd Auditorium, Collins Center, Murray State
University. Age divisions will be Best Princess, 7 to 9; Best Pre-teen,
10 to 12; and Best Teen, 13 to 18. The different competitions will
consist of interview, evening gown, and sportswear with talent competition optional. There will be prizes in each age division. The winner of Best Teen will have her entry fee and transportation paid to
National America's Best Teen to be held in June at Dallas, Texas. For
more information call Cindy Ellis at 436-5486.
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Connie Shoes & Coordinating
Handbags

1.22

Shoes $1.495 + Handbags
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Murray Sewing Center
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$1195

Factory Discount
Shoes
100 8. 5th St.
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CALENDAR
Thursday, March 17
Schools will not be in session in city
and county schools today
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board/5 30 p m /board room
Irvin Cobb Neighborhood Watch
meeting/7 p m at Russell's Chapel

United Methodist Church
Murray Business and Professional
Women/6 p m /Seven Seas Restaurant Info/753-7743

Hazel Woman's Club foreign

dish

supper/6 30 p m /Hazel Community
Center

Murray-Calloway County Camera
Club/7 p m /Annex of Calloway County
Public Library

!Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p m /Majestic Steakhouse,
Draffenvilie
Pet Therapy session/3 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library

Amy Michelle Glass and
Timothy Dean Elrod to marry

Glass and Elrod vows
will be said March 26
The approaching marriage of Amy Michelle Glass to Timothy Dean
Elrod, son of Ron and Joni Elrod of 801 South 16th St., Murray, has
been announced by her parents, Eddie and Vickie Glass of Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn.
Miss Glass is the granddaughter of Edward Dec Glass of Mayfield,
the late Dorothy M. Glass, and the late Victor A. Oaltow.
Mr. Elrod is the grandson of Mac and Delorce Elrod of Spring City,
Tenn., Raymond and Doris Outland of Murfreesboro, Tenn., and the
c' late Jane Outland.
The bride-elect is a student at Henry County High School, Paris,
Tenn.
The groom-elect, a 1993 graduate of Murray High School, is
employed by McGee Pest Control.
The wedding will be Saturday, March 26, at 1:30 p.m. at Mt. Sinai
Baptist Church, Buchanan, Tenn.

Annual Civitan Pancake
Day will be on March 26
The Annual Civitan Pancake
Day is scheduled for Saturday,
March 26, from 5 a.m. to 1 p.m.
at Rudy's Restaurant on the court
square in Murray.
Members of the Murray Civitan Club will work as hosts,
cooks, and service personnel.
The Pancake Day provides
funds that the local Civitans use
to help programs that support
handicapped persons in the local

Entries are
needed for
Fest 1994
Freedom Fest 1994 is quickly
approaching, and this year's festivities promise to be bigger and
better than ever before, according
to officials of Murray Tourism
Commission.
Concerts, parades and 5K runs
arc just a few of the 16 events
already scheduled for this July
event.
If your club or organization is
interested in sponsoring or volunteering assistance with any event
during this 11-day extravaganza,
call the Freedom Fest Hotline at
753-5004 no later than April 8.

W.A.T.C.H. Center and the city
and country schools.
"Murray Civitians have sponsored this annual Pancake day for
33 years," explain Prentice Dunn
and Hoyt Roberts, co-chairmen
for the event.
All Civitans have advance tickets for sale at $3 per person for
all the pancakes one can eat.

Bridge Clubi7 p.m./Weaks Community Center. Open to public.
Info/435-4138.
Christian Singles Group/7 p.m./800
North 20th St., Murray. Info/Joan,
759-13
(
45, or Richard, 759-9994.
Narcotics Anonymous meet/7:30
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
Info/753-0781.
Murray Art Guild/open 6:30-9 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens activities.
AA and Al-Anon dosed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Kentucky Lake Section of American
Chemical Society/5 p.m. tour at Goodrich plant with dinner/6:30
p.m./Ramada Inn, Gilbertsville.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin

Friday, March 16
Stroke Support Group/2 p m./pnvato
dining room of Murray -Calloway County
Hospital
info/Dixie
Hopkina/762-1100

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 pinifor
senior citizens. acuvities.
Weaks CionWriopen 6 a.m.-4 p.m.Aor
senior citizens' activities.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Korean Study Group/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5 15 pm.
Bingo/7 p m /National Guard Armory
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club
Bingo Play for Jonathan-Aurora
Action Group/7 p m /Wishing Well

Country Dance/7 30 p m /Hardin
Community Center

AA

and Al-Anon/open 10
newcomers.-8 p m /American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray Info/753-8136 or
435-4314
Murray Moose Lodge events include
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Everything In The Store

Selected Items
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Saturday, March 19
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Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 8-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-5 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Land Between the Lakes events
include 'The Seven Wonders of the
Solar System"/11 a.m. and 2
p.m./Golden Pond Planetarium; Homeplace and Woodlands/open 9 a.m.-5
p.m Info/1-502-924-5602.
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Best Breakfast In Town!
COUPON

Stockade.

Daily Breakfast Special

include Singles Ministry Planning
Team/6:30 p.m.

We are pleased to
announce that Amy
Glass, bride-elect of
Timothy Elrod, has
made her domestic
and household selections through our bridal registry.
Amy and Timothy
will be married March
26, 1994.

First Presbyterian Church events
include Lectionary Bible Study/7 R.m.
Westside Baptist Church Choir
practice/7 p.m.

First Baptist Church events include
Mother's Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.;
Episcopal Church Women/7
p.m./home of Jane Combs.
Murray Women of the Moose/8 p.m.
with officers/7 p.m.

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Paris. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
Single Too/6:15 p.m./JCPenney parking lot to go to visit Singles at Paris,

Monday-Sunday
-a

5.

Reg.$1.99
149
Must Present This Coupon
Expires 3/20/94

5.

5.

SHONE%

Tenn. Info/753-6078, 753-7845 or
753-7663.

Land Between the Lakes events
include -The Seven Wonders of the
solar System -/11 a.m. and 2
p.m./Golden Pond Planetarium; Homeplace and Woodlands/open 9 a.m.-5
p.m. Info/1-502-924-5602.
Friday, March 18
WKMS Friendship Festival begins its
fund-raising event. Station airs on 91.3
FM.
All schools in city and school systems
are not in session today.
"Play It Again Sam"/8
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.

Hwy. 641 North • Murray • 753-9257

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
"OP/
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COUPON

•

Info/759-1752.
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Introducing LifeStyle-Laundry

admittance with the deadline for
reservations to be April 28. These
may be mailed to Evelyn Gatlin,
303 Main St., Dover, Tenn.
37058, or Dorothy Wilkerson,
Ridgecrest Apartments, Dover,
Tenn. 37058.
For more information call Gatlin at 1-615-232-5889 or Wilkerson at 1-615-232-6223.

WASHERS & DRYERS
Convenience Features & Dependability for Today's Lifestyles!

pring is just around t e come •
New spring baskets
Easter decorations
New picture frames
New spring planters

KVERSIRLE
DOOR
%MO
SRONG

Celestial: flat boxes
Candleholders
Baskets
Wall hooks

Wash fine delicates gently but effectively
without the chore of doing them by hand.
Exclusive GE Hand Wash' agitator is
conveniently located beneath the main
wash agitator.

r-

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.
Full selection of cards, thank you notes & invitations'

Model DD[/200S

LARGE CAPACITY
5-CYCLE HEAVY DUTY DRYER
•Automatic dry control
& Timed Regular cytles
•4 temperature selections
•Huge door opening
•Durable porcelain
enamel drum

Reversible
Door Swing!Swing!
Door can be reversed from right
to left-hand swing.

ONLY

'299°°

Huge Door Opening!
Easily load large comforters and other bulky items.

GE HEAVY DUTY
WASHER &
DRYER PAIR

12.49 Papa
Carrots it.•
lun ascoration
Ears ir iong

...And That's Just The Beginning

EXTRA LARGE CAPACITY
9-CYCLE WASHER

ittritiata^
HESS
1007

•Exclusive HandWash system
for fine washables
• Automatic bleach & fabric
softener dispensers

69

•

ONLY $4

•
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LARGE CAPACITY 6-CYCLE DRYIR

91.99

ea Mini
Sunny arra and
Boys it. each
4' WI

Piet1 WPM
University Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-1851

445600S

LARGE CAPACITY
6-CYCLE HEAVY DUTY WASHER
•4
• RIP,1( 1 . 1

4u-y-T-he Pair!
SAVE
'20

ONLY

'379

10.14
not i913`)`•

•Automatic dry cont n1
Timed Regular cv ,
•Huge door opening
•QuickClean controls

R

'349

ONLY

bas Model DOG 7955S also
available at extra cost

MURRAY APPLIANCE & TV
"Your General Electric, RCA & fern, Air Dealer"
212 L. Main St.
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Exclusive GE HandWash System
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Two Eggs (any style), Bacon or Sausage,
Includes Southern Style Grits or
Breakfast Potatoes, Toast or
Biscuits, Fruit Jelly

Why hunt all over town for creative Easter ideas?
Pier 1 has basketfuls of unique ways to change your Easter
from ordinary to exceptional!
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SHORTS

FirstChristian Church events include
Youth Bible Study/4:30 p.m.
Young N Hearts of Glendale Road
Church of Christ/10:30 a.m.
First United Methodist Church events

Hop In For A Change

I(I,

Ei
ei
6.1

(Door Prises Awarded Every Hour!)

Special Enrollment/7 p m -midnight.
David Parr in lounge/8 p.m.-midnight
Dance/9 p m

School reunion to be May 7
A reunion of Old Tip Top
School, formerly located in the
southern end of Land Between
the Lakes, will be Saturday, May
7, at Paris Landing State Park
Inn.
Registration will start at 11
a.m. A meal at a cost of $7.50
per person will be served at noon.
A program will follow the meal.
Reservations must be made for

Don't Miss Our :-6.-e
Exciting Sale!! ee6.

ir

753-15hb
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Royalty gets
SIU honors

Ilion

BY
Pu

('ARBON DALE. HI. — South
ern Illinois University at Carbon
dale will magpie 1.671 undergraduate students who have
achieved academic eacelleace at
spring Honors Day ceremonies on
Sunday, April 10. on Mapes.
Included in the list is Alexis A.
Royalty 01 1200 Sea* 16th St..
Murray.
Honors recognition goes to
full-time students with cumulative grade-point averages of 3.5
or better on a 4.0 scale) on SIUC
coursework completed through
fall semester 1993.

kotogiaphy

SERVICE NOTES

Harr-,AIIison
e AIlmon

MARINE SGT. ROBERT G.
McGEE was recently promoted
to his present rank v.hile serving
with 3rd Low Altitude Air
Defense Battalion, 2nd Marine
Aircraft Wing. Marine Corps Air
Station. Cherry Point, N.C.
McGee joined the Marine
Corps in September 1988.
He is the son of Eugene B. and
Brenda McGee of Rt. I. Hardin.
His wife, Lisa, is the daughter of
Ralph arid Pam Duncan of Rt. 6,
Murray.

.9
753
607 S. 4M
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Rainey Apperson
Think about spring. These are
the waiting days, a time to hope
and look forward to spring, a
walk lust he woods, bl000ms that
are ready to burst. The college
has already had spring break, and
now the city and county schools
are ready for their sun and fun.
Vacation time is just about here.
• • • •
Recycling continues in Murray.
In the words of Ruth Daughaday,
if we don't use this, we will lose
it. In other words, let's do our
duty and recycle.
There are three drop-off areas
designated where recycling bins
are set up to accept plastic, glass,
cardboard and aluminum. These
three areas are: The old Goodyear
store across from Piggly Wiggly:
the George Wcaks Community
Center on Poplar Street:. and
behind Video Gold on Chestnut
Street, west of 12th Street.
The Area Recycling Committee
urges all citizens to help make

Fleming Furniture
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Clay Mir plays Creed Allen In

"Christy."

ENDS SOON!

11211110ionficess inventory

this effort a success. Proper preparation of all recyclables is
necessary, so if you choose to
recycle, please observe the following guidelines:
Plastic with a "1" or "2" on the
bottom, this includes milk jugs
and soda bottles as well as some
detergent and shampoo bottles.
Read the number on the bottom.
Remove caps and rinse and flatten containers.
For aluminum, rinse containers, flatten cans.
Corrugated cardboard (no food
boxes), break down boxes.
Glass jars and bottles, clear,
brown, and green glass accepted,
remove caps and neck rings, rinse
containers.
Remember this, newspapers
may be taken to East Elementary
School on Saturday mornings
from 9 a.m. to noon.
• • • •
Clifton and Marie Coleman's
grandson, Clay Jeter, will appear
in the two-hour pilot of CBS's
"Christy," on Easter Sunday,
April 3, at 7 p.m.
Clay plays Creed Allen, one of
the children Christy comes to the
Appalachian Mountain area to
teach. Mark this date on your
calendar.
• • • •
If you have wondered how
University of Kentucky's football
coach, Jerry Claiborne, is faring
in retirement. The answer is —
great! Betty and Bailey Gore
have returned from a visit with
the Claybornes on Hilton Head
Island. Bailey says Coach Claiborne is busy every minute —
riding his bike, playing golf and
generally, enjoying life. Sounds
good.
•
• • • •
An Easter wish goes out to all
of you.
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We are pleased to
announce that Robyn
McCarty, bride-elect
of Drew Isaacs, has
made her domestic
and household selections through our bridal registry.
Robyn and Drew
will be married April
9, 1994.
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By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Dirac-tor
Thanks go to Sandy Linn for
writing the column last week
while I was out at the Public
Library Section meeting of the
Kentucky Library Association.
Lexington had a terrific ice
storm the night we arrived. The
big thrill of the meeting was a
lecture by the wage and hour
people from the state government. And the nightly entertainment was to sit in your hotel
room and watch the sky light up
from exploding transformers. All
in all, it was a pretty good meeting, as library meetings go.
• • • •
It's hard to find books for third
to sixth graders that aren't too
hard to be used or so easy that
they don't inform. I think we've
gotten a good one this time in
theKingfisher Science Encyclopedia. At about 780 pages
long, well illustrted and with a
variety of indices, it tells you
what you need to know without
overloading you. It's an excellent
addition to our reference
collection.
• • • •
Easter: A Spring . Celebration
ot Traditional Crafts and Recipes
by Tessa Evelegh is a gorgeous

collection of reasonably easy
craft projects for Easter gatherings. There's a lot about dying
easter eggs but you also find
topiary rabbits, marzipan animals
and origami roosters. The photos
are wonderful and the instructions are clear and easy to follow.
Check it out and get busy.
• • • •
Here's one that you may have
overlooked. R.A. Laffeny's The
Fall of Rome is the best story of
the last days of the Roman
Empire and the beginning of the
dark ages that I have ever read.
Don't turn your nose up and say
"I don't like history." This is first
rate reading. Lafferty brings Stillcho, the most Roman of Roan
generals, and Alaric, the King of
the West Goths, to such life that
you're sorry when they die. Try
it, you'll like it.
I grew up reading science fiction (that's where I discovered
R.A. Lafferty). So, I draw clear
distinctions between fantasy fiction and speculative fiction, of
which science fiction is a particular branch. (I'd be glad to tell
you the difference if you drop by
the library and ask.)
• • • •
The Second Generation by
Margaret Weis and Tracy Hick-

man is part of the "Dragon
Lance" series of fantasy fiction
novers. If you've never read any
fantasy fiction, this is as good a
Place to start as any. It's a very
popular series and is quite characteristic of the genre.
• • • •
On the other hand, we have
Orchids in Moonlight by Patricia
Hagan. Quoting from the jacket
blurb: "Together they rode the
terrifying Sierra ranges. Jaime

Chandler. searching for her
father, was in the care of the man
who could lead her to him...Cord
Austin, kidnapped and raised as
an Apache, had been branded a
savage. His bitter past had made
him vow never to let passion
sway his heart." What else is
there to say? It's in large print.
• • • •
Come on down and pick up a
bargain in the book sale. You
never know what you'll find.

Wilson will participate
Crystal Wilson has been chosen to be the representative of
Somerset and Pulaski County in
the Little Miss Kentucky Pageant
at Lexington June 24. As "Little
Miss Somerfest '94," Crystal will
compete with other girls from
arround the state.
Crystal, 10, is the greatgranddaughter of Mrs. Aubrey
Hatcher of Murray, and she and
her father, the late William Wilson, are former residents of this
area.
Wilson has won numerous
awards in beauty and talent competitions and is currently United
States Twirling Association's
"Little Miss Kentucky State" and
"High Point Winner." She has
numerous other titles including
"Junior Miss Pulaski County."

She is a fourth grade student
and models professionally in
Somerset and Lexington.
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Bradley ends Racers' season Padres
Murray State closes out
year 23-6 after NIT loss
By STEVE PARKER
Scions Editor
PEORIA. III. — In a game that
featured floor burns more than
hot shooting, at least the coaches
were right on the money
afterwards.
"The thing about coaching.
moreso than playing. is that you
put a lot into it and Boom! — all
of a sudden it stops," Bradley
University head coach Jim Molinari said after Wednesday's firstround NIT game.
Perhaps Murray State head
coach Scott Edgar was more on
target.
"Some smart guy once said,
All good things come to an end.'
tonight..a good thing came to an
end."
6). winneis
Murray -State 123,
of an Ohio Valley Conferencerecord 15 games and a regular
season tale, saw its season come
to a sudden halt after a 66-58 loss
at Bradley.
Bradley (22-7) hit 12 of 14
tree throws in the final three
niinutes to hold off a gallant Racer effort.
"I told the guys after the -game
that I'll remember them for the
was they 'fought back in the second half." Edgar said after the
learn lost back-to-back games for
the first time all year. -It was all
cut. and heart."
Niurray shot just 37 percent in
a first half that saw them score a
season low 19 points against
Bradley's tight defense.
Trailing 32-19 at half. the Racers began the second half with a
14-7 run to pull within 39-33
with 15 31 left.
Bradley roughed up the Racers
in the first half, knocking them
their dribble and stripping the
ball on the way to the basket.
"At half we came in with our
heads down and we were kind of
embarassed." senior Michael
James said after he and six other
seniors played their final game at
Murray State. "Coach Edgar gave
us a pep talk at half and then he
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left us alone to talk it over.
"The second half all came
down to hustle," James added.
"We picked up the intensity, and
even though we weren't shooting
well the press got us back in the
game."
After closing to six. Bradley
ran back - -Out to an eight-point
lead, only to sec the Racers climb
back in the game behind low-post
play from senior Jerry Wilson.
Wilson scored all 14 of his
points in the second half and his
putback with 4:33 left pulled the
Racers to within 54-49.
Seconds Later. Marcus Brown
hit a free throw and Marcus Jones
hit a layup to make it 54-52.
With 2:41 left, Brown hit two
free throws to tie the game rt
54-54.
Bradley regained control with
2:40 left when sophomore Billy
Wright hit two free throws to
make it 56-54. The crushing blow
came when Brown fouled
Anthony Parker with 2:19 left.
Brown fouled out and Parker hit
both free throws.
Bradley hit its next eight of 10
free throws to close out the win.
Brown, Murray's leading scorer and first-team all-OVC member, scored just 11 points on 4 of
12 shooting. The 6-3 junior was
still slowed by a sprained arch.
"Bradley people are basketball
people. they know the game,"
Edgar said. "I'm disappointeJ
they didn't see him at his best.
ife:s a little (former Bradley star)

STEVE PARKER/Ledge' & T — es p''Vo

Murray State senior Lawrence Bussell, shown in a game earlier this season, was one of seven who played
their final game in a Racer uniform Wednesday night as the squad dropped a 66-58 decision to Bradley at
Peoria, III., in the first round of the NIT tournament. Other Murray State seniors playing their final game for
the Racers were Anhvan Hoard. Antoine Teague, Cedric Gumm, Jerry Wilson, Michael James and Marcus
Jones, The Racers finished the year at 23-6.

Bear

SAN DIEGO (AP) — Eric
Show, an eclectic pitcher who
baffled opponents with his slider and others with his beliefs,
. was found dead in his bed at a
drug rehabilitation center. He
was 37.
Show's body was discovered
at-8:23 a.m. PST Wednesday at
the Rancho L'Abri retreat in
rural Dulzura, about 30 miles
southeast of San Diego, the San
Diego County coroner's office
said.
The cause of death was not
immediately known, pending an
autopsy, the coroner's office
said.
Show's agent, Am Tellem,
said -he-didn't know how tong
Show had been at the center.
"He was a troubled soul and
was attempting to deal with
some problems he had," Tellem
said Wednesday night.
At his best, the right-handed
Show was a top pitcher. He
helped lead the Padres to their
only NL pennant, in 1984, and
held team career marks for victories, 100, and strikeouts, 951.
But there always was another
side to him. He allowed Pete
Rose's record 4,I92nd career
hit in 1985, then sat on the
mound with his arms folded as
the crowd gave Rose a standing
ovation.
He also struck Andre Dawson
in the face in a celebrated beanball incident in 1987. And he
spoke his mind politically as a
member of the right-wing John
Birch Society.
Show was 101-89 with a 3.66
ERA in his 11-year career.
He played for the Padres
from 1981 to 1990. He was
15-9 in 1984, but went 0-2 in
the postseason, losing Game 1
of the playoffs to Chicago and
Game 4 of the World Series to
Detroit.
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NFL may use 2-point
conversion this year
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Commissioner Paul Tagliabue has long
been convinced one of the solutions to the NFL's touchdown
drought is the two-point conversion. Now the owners seem set to
go along with him.
• The league's rule-making competition committer, meeting in
Orlando. Ra., has approved the new conversion rule., adopted 36
years ago by colleges, and will present it to the owners at their
meetings in Orlando next week.
"We need to create incentive to score touchdowns," Tagliabue
said of the proposed change. "Now we have an eight-point touchdown. It's an incentive to go for a touchdown rather than kick a
field vial."
Last year, 24 percent of the NFL's points came on field goals,
the most in league history. There also were three field goals for
every four touchdowns compared to two TDs for each field goal a
decade ago.
Colleges adopted the two-point conversion in 1958 and it was
used in the old American Football League before it merged with
the NFL.
But the NFL always resisted the change — in pan because it has
overtime, in part because it was a rule in rival leagues, and in large
measure because coaches didn't want to be faced with additional
decisions.
"1 didn't like the idea at first," says Miami's Don Shula, cochairman of the competition committee. "But the more I looked at
it, the more I realized how it could help our league. I think it's a
way not only to bring excitement to the game, it's also a way to
make scoring touchdowns a premium."
The NFL proposal, which must be approved by 21 of the 28
active teams, will put the ball at the 2-yard-line rather than the 3,
where it is placed in college. NFL spokesman Joe Browne said the
2-yard line is preferred, because that's where the ball is put for
kicks and it will encourage use of the new play.
If approved, the new rule would take effect this season.
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'Breds drop two at home Wednesday
Staff Report
Murray Ledgor 8 Times
The Murray State Thoroughbreds dropped a doubleheader at
home against Wisconsin Milwaukee Wednesday, falling
6-4 in the first game and 4-1 in
the second.
In the opener, Milwaukee
Jumped out to a 3-0 lead in the
top of the first inning before

Murray took a 4-3 lead in the
fourth. The Panthers then scored
twice in the fifth inning and once
in the seven to take the win.
UW-M outhit the 'Breds 10-9
in the opener,with Mau Culp and
Chris Williams each getting two
hits for Murray. Reese Grubbs
took the loss.
The second game was more of
a defensive struggle as neither

/or )utir (onteniente Sow Offerc
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team scored until the Panthers put
up two runs in both the fifth and
sixth innings. Murray's lone run
came in the seventh frame.
Milwaukee owned a 7-4 edge
in hits with Culp getting two for
Murray. Bernie Ysursa took the
loss.
Murray, now 6-7, faces Evansville today at 2 p.m. at Reagan
Field.
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Murray State's Matt Culp dives back into first in Wednesday's home game with Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
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Calloway County High School's girls basketball banquet to hontit the 1993-94 Lady Laker team will be March 31 at 7 p.m. in the
high school cafeteria. The public is invited to attend.

Missouri guard suspended for assault
COLUMBIA, Mo.(AP)- Guard Paul O'Liney was suspended
for Missouri's first-round NCAA tournament game after pleading
guilty to misdemeanor assault and paying a $100 fine.
O'Liney was arrested early Tuesday outside a Columbia nightclub for allegedly punching a woman in the face.
Paying the fine resolved charges against O'Liney. Three hours
later, O'Liney left for the West Regional at Ogden, Utah, where
Missouri plays Navy.

Bears release starting OB Harbaugh
LAKE FOREST, Ill. (AP)- The Chicago Bears, who signed
quarterback Erik Kramer from Detroit, released three-year starter
Jim Harbaugh.
Harbaugh becomes an unrestricted free agent, allowing him to
negotiate with any team without compensation.
Harbaugh, Chicago's top draft pick in 1987, quarterbacked the
NFL's worst offense last season, when the Bears finished 7-9. He
completed 200-of-325 passes for 2,002 yards and seven touchdowns with II interceptions.

Rockets guard Maxwell arrested
HOUSTON (AP) - Houston Rockets guard Vernon Maxwell
was charged with illegally carrying a weapon in his car, his third
arrest in 20 months.
Maxwell was arrested and jailed several hours after a traffic incident outside a cafeteria near The Summit.
_ _A motorist complained that someone_ driving a car matching the
description of Maxwell's•Porsche waved a gun at him after he honked his horn.
Houston police confiscated a .380 semiautomatic pistol from the
front seat of his car.
Maxwell faces a potential NBA probe. Rod Thorn, vice president
of operations, said the NBA will monitor the situation.

901 Sycamore
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25 36 410
L A Claws
23 36 377
Sacramento
22 41 349
Wed need ay's Gems
Chicago 10i. Botuon 100
Orlando 100 Dallas 94
Charlotte 92, Anama 79
InOana 109. Phoen, 98
San &MONO 110. Portland 102
LA Leiters 129. Washington 94
Sacramento 132 New Jersey Iii
Thonaley's Ganes
lAtivausee at Nes Yoh. 630 pm
Dallas at laarri. 630 p in
Seas* at Mamma, 7 pm
Gorden State at Houston. 7 30 p m
Denver at LA Clippers 9 30 p m
Friday's Games
Minnesota a Philadelphia, 630 pm
Cleveiand it Ortando, 630 pm
Utah ai Charlotte. 630 pm
Atlanta an Adana. 630 pm
Seattle at Cheap. 730 pm
Sacramento ii INAVIP 8 pm
Dares at Pho.nix 9 pm
Pd.. Jersey at LA Laken. 930 pm
Washington at Portland. 930 pm

Second Round
Merck 21 er 22
Manhattan)Old Dorriroon 4011,14.• as Bradley
(22-7). TBA
Tulin§ (11-10) vs Solorla (22-7) IRA
NORININIINITI (15-13) vs Xavier. Ohio (214), IBA
Cupaisne (17-12) vs Careaus-killanows sinner
TBA
New OrWans (20-9). vs Vanderbilt (17-12), IBA
Southern laseCiernson wormer vs Davidson-West
Virginia sinner. TBA
Gonzaga-Slanford winn•r vs Mississippi
St -Kansas St wanner. IRA
Fresno Si (20-10) vs Anions St BY1J winner
Taft,
Third Rowed
Moral 23, 24 or 25
Manhattan-ODLL-Bradley winner vs TulaneSiena winner. TBA
Nonliwestern-Xaser. Ohio sinner as Dupree-noCartaue-Vtlanove vallr•NR, IBA
Newt
Orleans-Vand•rbili.
vs
So klgis-Ciernson-Dandson-West Vi winner TM
Goff:age -Stanford-Mae St -Kansas St winner
vs Fresno SI -Ant Sr -EIYU winner TM
Semifinal@
Al New York
Monday, March TS
Garnet 6 p m
Came 2. •10 pm.
Wednesday, March 30
Third Place, 545 pm
Championship,
pm

CAPEWELL 5 CITY NAILS
$5.31

SE'S
HOOF:

753-8355

NIT SCORES

11

FARRIERS FORMULA
16.95

"Your more than one company agency."
David King

1994

Aren't You I
Glad There's Nu

Spowsored By.

Lady Laker basketball banquet March 31

THURSDAY MARCH 17

•

DIAMOND SPECIAL PLAIN 0

$1.98/PR
Shiclly Horseshoes, Hoolcore & HorseshoeIng Supplies
OR
fin
8
ti
21
224
244

From Murray Hwy. 121 South 3 MN.., 894 Lott 3/4 Mlles
759-9567 - Hours 7 a.m. until 4 p.m. - Monday to Friday

'Serving the Farrier Industry Since 1986'

2%
TA
9%
16%
21
26%

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!

GO
2
IVA
27
2114

Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING .?„',7

-

Open Mon -Fn 7 5 Sat 7 Noon

84
94
20
22
24

(Cooper.
RE

-

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial -Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

Magic need two late baskets
to stop Mays at home, 100-98
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) -Orlando Magic coach Brian Hill
said he was ready to find a tall
building if his team had not
pulled off a comeback against the
Dallas Mavericks on Wednesday
night.
The Magic needed two I7-foot
lallaway jumpers in the final 31
seconds - the last one at the
buzzer by Donald Royal - to
escape from Orlando Arena with
a 100-98 victory over the Mavericks, who lost their ninth straight
game and fell to 8-55 for the
ssoson.
"1 think a whole bunch, of
guys, led by the coach, would
have been ready to jump off the
Sun Bank building if we had lost
this one," Hill said. "Give Dallas all the credit in the world.
They played well. We were lacking for energy and enthusiasm all
night and they took advantage of
us."
The Magic were led by Shaquille O'Neal's 34 points and 21
rebounds. O'Neal, hitting 53 percent from the foul line for the

At Orlando, 95.
DALLAS (98)
Mashburn 14-27 4-0 34. Smith 0-6 2-2 2. OMAN
1-4 0-0 2 Limo 5-9 0-0 10. Jeckeon 11-214-S 2(
Jones 0-3 0-0 0 I-14014 0-1 2-2 2. Hodge 0-0 0-0 0,
Campbell II-13 0-0 7, Wawa 1-4 0-0 2. Leger I -I
13 3 Totals 41-96 13-21 08
ORLANDO (100)
Avon, 3-5 1-2 7. Seal 7-18 5-6 23. O'Neal 11-24
12.1234 Andersen 4-1254 14. Hardaway 2-4 3-4 7.
Roams 0-0 0-0 0 Royal 2-5 54 9. Wise 1-5 0-0 2.
nolla orsiii 1-4 0-0 2. Bowe 1-2 0-0 2 Totals 3243
31-36 100
Dallas
30 17 38 21- 10
Orland*
as 21 30 t1-111111
3-Pont goals-Dabs 3-8 (Mashburn 2-5. Campbell 1 2 Lover 0-1) Orlando 5-14 (Scott 44. Anderson 1 5 Slides 0-1 Hardaway 0-2) Failed outDrains Rebounds-Oar 58 William 10), Orlando
60 (O'Nea( 21) Aseals-Dalas 23 (Lwow. ..laditiOn
7) Orlando 20 (Soles 6) Total Pub-Gahm 26
0,land o 19 Technical--Oriendo illegal deans*
A-15.291

season was 12-for-12 against the
Mavericks. Dennis Scott added
23 points for the Magic.
Rookie Jamal Mashburn and
Jimmy Jackson gave the Magic
trouble all night. Mashburn
scored 34 points and Jackson 26
as the Mays nearly pulled off the
upset.
"Those two beat the heck out
of us," said Scott, whose jumper
with 31 seconds left tied the
game. "We couldn't do anything
with them."

The Mavericks went away
from the game wondering about
the last 1.9 seconds of the game.
Jackson threw away an inbounds
pass that prevented Dallas from
getting the last shot at victory.
Then Royal was able to dribble
the ball twice, stumble, collect
himself and get off the winning
shot, all in the final 1.9.
"That was 1.9 seconds? Give
me a break," Dallas coach Quinn
Buckner said.
"The clock should have run
out by the time he shot," Dallas
guard Fat Lever said. "But we
can't control that. If we were at
home, I'd be mad, but you get
those kind of calls on the road."
Lever also was amazed at
O'Neal's free-throw shooting.
"Our strategy was to put Shaq
at the line and make him pay for
it," Lever said. "Instead, he
killed us."
Mashburn scored 18 points in
the first period, when Dallas led
by as many as five points, its biggest advantage the entire game.

Owens Corning

Landscape Timbers

20 Yr. Shingles

Pressure Treated

Be sure
to see our
Swing-N-SlIde
playsets on
display on our lot.

Cash & Carry

Computerized Paint
Color-Matching Available
Bring in your color sample, fabric or wallpaper sample
ID punts/
and let us match your color with 1111

Flower
and
Vegetable
Seeds

II Bradley...

1-4

FROM PAGE 10
Hersey Hawkins. He's our glue."
Jones, a senior, led all scorers
with 20 points. But he too was
slowed by an injury.
"Jones has been hurting too,"
Edgar said. "We have to get him
checked out, but I think he has a
stomach pull.
"My two best players are my
two Marcuses and they struggled.
They shot 10 for 26."
With the victory, Bradley
remained unbeaten at home and
won its 20th straight game in
Carver Center.
"Obviously, Murray State is an
excellent team," said Molinari, in
his third season with the Missouri
Valley Conference school. "We
were fortunate to play them at
home. They're a fighting team
and as tough a team as we've
played all year."
Toughness is what got Bradley
the 13-point halftime edge.
Though the Racers jumped out
to an 11-4 lead, Bradley began
hawking the Racers at every turn
and began to get every loose ball.
"I thought they really got away
from us," said Edgar, who
watched his Racers get beat
21-14 on the boards in the first
half. "They dominated the last 13
minutes of the first half. I told
my guys at half that as bad as we
shot, we were behind because
they got all the loose balls.
"They were a little more
aggressive than what we're used
to seeing, particularly in the first
half. They were a little more
hands on and pushing and shoving than we're used to seeing."
Said Molinari, "I told our guys

to take 19-9 and in and make it a
war zone and that's what we
did."
After Murray jumped out to the
11-4 lead five minutes into the
game, Bradley went on a 17-3
run to take a 21-14 lead with 7:03
to play in the half.
Deon Jackson led Bradley with
16 points. His slam dunk over
James with 5:47 left resulted in a
soint play and put the
braves up 54-47.
Murray State battled back on
the boards, winning 19-14 in the
second half. James led the Racers
with seven boards.
"It was a good game that

somebody had to lose," James
said. "We came out on the bottom, but 23-6 is a good year.
"All good things have to come
to an end."

ANYTHING
LESS JUST
WON'T CUTIT!

SNAPPER
Quick response
steering system

AIL IIIII

Has a tight turning radius and is
one of the most maneuverable
mowers available

14611)

Easy starting engines range in
horsepower from 8 hp to16 hp

I.R.A.s

Your dealer can help you match
the horsepower you'll need to the.
size of your mowing lob

Five speed friction
power transfer

Allows true on-the-go shifting
without clutching or stopping

Wide choice of
single or twin
blade decks

From 25'' to 42 -Choose from our
superior bagging HI-Vacs or
smooth cutting standard models

PRECIS START AT

•'949"

DON'T PAY 'TIL
OCTOBER 1994

INTEREST FREE'

INSTANT CREDIT
MODEL 260610
UP TO $3500
ASK ABOUT

•.1118

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS
733- 1703

sniAr. CREDIT

MULCHING CONVERSION KITS AVAILABLE

.

Murray HomeAuto
753-2571

Chestnut St
vi

•

-wairesmisesswieweembawW_....

•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

1994

CLASSIFIED
C1ASSIRED AD RAMS
Diwitri Ash

4LZE
AN

WOO Coiumn inch
MY& Damlusel arid tun,
ors Dimming tedtim
MNIAmehart/beiMWOIDerneWai
$175 per column inch ma for

010
020
C25
030
040
350

Noway tShossminG1 G.iricto).

ResasimAsti
284 per word. $6 00 minimum
1st day St pee word per day tot
earn addillOnol consecuthe
day $176 extra foe Shopper
(Tue• Clossiftects go into Shopping Guide) $2 00 exec for
blind boa oda.

SERVICE')

EMPLOY MEN I

ANNOUNCEMENTS
.ega Notice
Notice
Petsonois
Coro of Phonics
In Memory
Loaf & Founo
FARMERS IlillASMET

Yarlistili2.10.1twarl

nor,'

- ) - t innapnwn
.enocs & Supp es
& SUDO es

A 12.00 roe we be required to make
GM atones,to ad aster deadline

55:.

eec & Seec

Hop Wargo°
Domestic a allocate
Situotton Wonted
8..111111110 01:1POrkfliry

280

nottuotton

530

REAL ESTATE RENIAL
MO011e Homes fa Rent
280
285 MOninelnome Lots for Pent
Buenos Rentals
330
Wont To Rent
30
Apartments For Rent
3X
;Zooms For Rant
330
Houses For Pent
3iC
rot Rent or Lease
300

470
480
485
490
495
503
510
520

ISZANSPORIAI,ON

AS SEEN ON T V

LEARN TO DRIVE 1
TRACTOR TRAILERS I
hIck.)E0

ALLIANCE
eAcir

CIIM ,,....41 r d TR*Itimi. CLAM

LEBANON T II

RBI

Hobos

MRS. THERESA, Roeder
II Advisor. A true born
Psychic gifted horn God
554 7904 call tor
appointment

ANTIDUE AND
COLLECTABLES MARKET

NORWEGIAN STUDENT
nteressitid in sports MUSC
Other Scandinavian European Soutri-Arnericwr
panese nigh school ea
change students arriving in
August Become a host
tamily AISE Call Emilie
15021 833-3229

SEARS
Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310

1-800-334 1203

'Jiodtiel :keel dr Associatu
'7ne I n‘nme 1a.t P•crtcsa

"

BUSINESS
FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE • PAYROLL
SALES TAX • CORPORATE
IND1\!DUAL •

Jo,ce Noel EA. CFP

Mike Hodge.

EA, ATA

(5021 753-6069

915 Colthuter Rd.

The Covered
Wagon
Tack & Apparel
502-251-3417

Sunday, Mwch 20
Peekicah's Civic Canter
9.00 to 400
314-3344153
Adjacent to Noble Part
DO you nave sinuses and
arlergiernNeect"Wert-tall
& iet me demonstrate the
new Therrnax Free gift
53 9346
HOST Dry Carpet Cleaner
The professional way to dry
neon carpet yoursenOn
saie now at Black s Decor
wing Center 701 S 4th St
Murray or call 753 0639
JUMP start your crop with
IFIED 0 horn Conklin
AMP'
Prooucts made by university of Arizoria A seed ger
me-labor aid helps seed
over come stress. Better
•not & stem formation pro
.des aided energy to
seed ne.ps increase stand
A .eid cost about Saitcre
3833

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Aransas Thru Age IM.
Our most cornprehen
sere policy pays for
Skilled intermediate or
Wah
Custodial Care
Meclac.sre s new guide
lines tor confinement
Nursing nom. Incur
ancR is more important
than ever
Foe free
information cat:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

121 South at Seciai,a
Mayfield KY 42066

c--

ee OCAS OEM eerVIOIr

Hours
Mon -Sat 10 a m -6
Shelia Tucker

pm

Jerry & Lisa O'Bryan

Income

Tax-1

By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107

MUSIC D as occassonns
Brian Pataluna 762-2043
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon Wed_ Pizza salads
not sandwiches gyros &
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474 8119 or
'800 649 3804
USE WEX from Conkkn
Prod ucts: for effective
spraying Makes water wet
ter promotes uniform
spreading increases pene
trabon reduces foaming
assists in suppension of
chemicals at a cost of
S 50 acre 753-0833

WANT to lease 4 acre
dark fired tobacco
492-81%

Peruses
DON'T ctiance romance
Cal Meech Maker Intern.
tonal (502)554-8600

OPE N TO THE PUBL.IC NON-PROF ii ORGANIZA n ION

753-0466

P0. Box 1033

Murray

MEET nice singles w
names. phone Its Down
Home Introductions
615-235-5000
J

Lost
And Found

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations

t not, are in reasonably good health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify tor
preferred rates Below are a few monthly pretense
rates at different apes for $4000 policy
FEMALE
age 50
n90 56

age 60

$11 16
14 08
18 28

age 66
*se 70
WO 75

23 32
31 40
41 48

Premiums guaranteed NOT

$856
1000
13 52
ISIS
23 20
11 24

to wooer*

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC:
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Leger 713-41110
I-100-485-41110
Naitiorweee TOLL FREE

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
UseC1 Cots
Vons
Used TrunkS
Compers
Boots & Motors

FOUND Female 'Fox
Hound- in Hazel area
492-6165
LOST firrio old tabby kit
ten pink collar Vacanity of
S 91h St Reward offered'
753 3958 after itan
f b1
Help
Wanted
ATTENTION Over The
Road Drivers $300 sign on
bonus (limited time only)
expending our flatbed open
aeon of late model woven
Urinals stan at $ 23 per
mile-all miles with annual
increases Home Most
Weekends pad vacation &
monthly bonus health & Me
insurance mustbe 23 year
sold with 1 year experience
COL and good drsving re
cord are required Driving
School Graduates we eel
corns Western AfINSIIGIVI
Thin SOOFNIE041 Springfield
Tenn 1 8002992102

Help
Waaled

MERCHANDISE
ComPtAers
For SOlie or rims
Wont To Boy

Home Furreithrios
Antouel
Vacuum Cleaners

Sowing Machines
410ew EQuiPment

SPods EquiPment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
1 V & Pock)
Pets & SuoCiliaS

210
220
240
260
380

SSAVONSS- Help pay your
holiday bills' Earn
$200 $2000/month Sell
where & when you like Its
not just door to door any
more 1 800-386-6311
1 800- 288-6311

FORT KNOX JOB FAIR 18 MASTERS Level Therapist
March SM, 10 00 to 300, needed for Adolescent resi40. businesses Resumes dential program Send rerequired for admission For sume so P 0 Box 30 Paris.
more information call (502) TN 38242
624-2227
NO experience' $500 to
FULL-time RN for growing $900 weeklylpotential proAVON Representatives ur
practice Oncology experi- cessing FHA refunds Own
gently needed $200-$400 ence preferred but will train
hours 1 501-646 0044
*leek* potential_ Sea quid- Send resume to PO Box Ext 389 24 hours
rty produces to repeat cus- 1040K Murray KY 42071
tomers, homes, workplaces Flexible hours FULL-time employee
great supplement income needed General office PART time maintenance
Free Training Samples Kit work Send resume to PO for Calloway Gardens &
Box 1040 IA Murray. KY Essex Downs 1505 DuiI 800-690-AVON 42071
•
glad
EOE
IMMEDIATE opening in SAFETY
Advisor.
local doctors office for full- $2150/mo Company will
Rollins DCS in
time position Filing insur
Call Mon Fri
train
Murray is now acance clictaeon, and other 9am- 1pm
only
cepting applicaoffice duties Great benefits 615-399-8269
arid friendly atmosphere
tions for qualified
Please send resume to PO TRACTOR Trader Driversdrivtrailer
tractor
Box 1040L, Murray KY WEST COAST ROUTES
Full medical benefits, reers. Must have mi42071
tirement plan, home
nimum 2 years
IMMEDIATE opening for weekly, safety bonus
office manager to coordi- QUALIFICATIONS meet
OTR verifiable exnate small office Wotdper- DOT Requirements call
perience, exceltect phone and writing Doug R B Carriers Inc
lent pay, major
skills required Call SETI in (812) 282-0384 or
medical, dental
Murray at 502-753-6529 800-457-6434 (Except in
EOE
Indiana)
and eyeglass & 5

year vested retirement
Home
weekends.

1-800-782-8759
CONVENANT TRANS
PORT FLEET IS EXPANDING $500 Sign-On Bonus
atter 90 days) LAST YEAR
OUR TOP TEAM EARNED
OVER $95 000 Starling at
$ 27 to $ 29 PER MILE
PLUS BONUSES TO $ 38
PER MILE Monthly mi
Wage bonus yearly mileage bonus paid insur
ance motenlayover pay
vacation deadhead pay.
REQUIREMENTS age 23
1 yr verifiable over-theroad class A CDL with
Hazardous Materials
1 800-4414394
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope tor the future and help to get a solid
career/ We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00arn-300pm
The project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Prrvate In
dustry Counal This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services we available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities
DRIVERS Midwest Shorthaul and OTR Opportuneties No slip seatang.horrie
weekly in shorthaul. excellent pay/benefits BUR
LINGTON MOTOR CARRIERS 1-800-JOIN- BA4C
EOE
DRIVERS. Over tie Road,
conventional equipment
fiats &sides 1 yew experience required Siert 27-34
CPM Benefits Call
800-444-6648
DRIVERS- Quality in
motion-from out modern
well maintained fleet to our
leading edge on board
computers J B Hunt
stands for quality in motion
For expenence OTR and
Flatbed drivers this means
starting pay of up to 28
cants per mile with regular
raises to 33 cents per mile
comprehensive benefits
plenty of miles and a
weekly paycheck on tie
honor system To fond out
more about Quality In Main
Inexperienced Drivers Cal
1 900 848 2197, Eisner
i•nced Drivers C•II
1-800-368-8538 J B Hunt
The Best Run For The 1.43rwey EOE/Drug Screen
EARN up to $ .000 weekly
processing mad Start now
no experience, free sup
Win. tree intormation. no
cadigeton,send SASE to
Lileeme Dept 28 PO Box
39. Bangs Texas 76823

IMMEDIATE full-time sales
position Retail sales experience necessary Aggressive. self motivated
out gang Send resume to
PO Box 487 Murray KY
42071

WANTED experienced
cook full-time & 1 cook
pal-time Above minimum
wage plus other tnnge benefits KY Lake Lodge Restaurant, Hwy 68. Aurora
KY Call 474-8095

LADY needs help with Alz
harmers patient Live an with
board in Hardin area
437-4512

WILDLIFEJ
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security
Maintenance etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
into call 219-794-0010 ext
7159 8am-9pm 7 days

NOW hiring cooks and carhops Apply at Sonic Drivein

IMMEDIATE OPENING
$l Warehouse, minor maintenance personell with
some custodial work —5days with some Saturdays.
$2

Inside Sales —5 days with some Saturdays
Pay based on PersorVSalary Plus

APPLY IN PERSON - NO PHONE CALLS

We Wi// Train"
Apply 115, 3/16, 3/18 or 3/19 from 9 to 4

CARPET WORLD
Hwy 64'

Horne Loons
Real Estate
Lake PrOPenY
Lots For Sole
Forms For Sole

435
440
450
460

Homes For Sole
MISCELLANEOUS

410
540
560
570

Public Sole
Fcx Trocie
Free Column
Wantea

mode.

OFFICE HOURS.,
Mon.-F. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sa1urday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
'Deadlines ore 2 days
hi advcsncol

'so

060
Help
Warted

Help
Wanted

REAL 'SIAM SALES

270 . Mobile Homo. For Sole
365
For Sole or Loose

Amcies For Sow- 420
Apptioncos 430

060

060

Notice

120
130
140
150
156
160
165
170
190
195
203

irasonce
Exterminating
Buenos SerinCeS
Heating I Cooing
Services Offered

010
230
250

02n

MONEY SOURCES For
start
businesses
Town. development ex
Pansion inventory lever
age buyout etc We also
pay na$n tor your mon
gage 5021 492 8542

753- 1916

CALL

ANIMA=
Achredbers are requesbed to
check the first Insertion of
their ads for arty Off0f. Airway
Loodgtor A &nor will be responsible tor only one Ince,rect insedlon. Any error
should be repotted immodl(Moly so corrections can be

• 2 nue Son'. ot Haze in Tennessee

FAST REFUNDS
IRS Electronic Filing - $25.00
Tax Preparation
Pick Up & Delivery On Request

KDL Bookkeeping
& Payroll Service

GREENHOUSE worker
Experience preferred Afternoon & weekends Apply
in person at Hoftman's
Nursery
(170
Deemed.
& Childcare
ABSOLUTELY- dean+ Experienced, dependable
cleaning servoce Home or
office References Call
136-2569
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced. references Call
Linda 759-9553
MOTHER of 2 will babysit in
her home CPR certified
References 753-1197
WILL clean houses, reasonable rates. references.
437-4064
WILL sit with elderly Includes meals & cleaning
Call 753-4590 for information & references
WILL stay with elderly full or
part-time experienced
753-6170

Arifelse

Ames
For Si.

Help
Wanted

For Sale

BAHAMA Cruise. 5 days/4
nights for one couple Paid
$400 Will sell for $300
759-9311

LOG HOMES. Design services FREE BROCHURE
HONEST ABE LOG
HOMES,3855 Clay County
Highway, Dept CK, Moss,
Tennessee 38575 (800)
231-3695

BOGARD trucking and excavating, Inc We haul top
soiln gravel, till dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828

PROM dress, size 8, Black
& white full soquined,strapYOU BRING_ WE SEW_ less, $200 753-7249 or
753-7400
753-5571.

FAST RELIABLE SERVICE!

Jacquelyn D.Watson,CPA
Income Taxes • Booldreeping • Payroll
Financial Statements • Audits
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. - Monday ihru Friday
Saturday la Evening Appointments Available

302A N. 12th

St., Murray, KY

te

Call Now! 753-4347
STATE LINE
WESTERN WORLD
Is having a howling good sale this
month on name brands like Rocky
Mountain Wrangler Roper, Acme,
Bailey. Big Horn and many more So
shop with us compare
prices Es return for savings
you ll appreciate
STATE LINE WESTERN WORLD is
located It miles west of Hazel on
693 vest Look for brown I, orange
sign at the yellow cation labs in
Hazel open Hon Sat 10 1
5 o 2- 492-6 1 44

090
Position
Wanted
ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Fkith s See and Sew.
Country Square. 1608 N
121, Murray 753-6981
SEWING tabs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061

REDKEN

WILL do house keeping
Have references
474-8222

759-1874

fringe Benefits

100
Business
Opportunity
DECORATING DEN- Is offering local tranchis6 ownership opportunities If you
enjoy decorating and want
to own your own business
call 1-606 329 1885

Full Set
Manicure
(Hot Wax)

130
For Sale
Or Trade
YOU BRING, WE SELL'
753-7400

Haircut

$8 Shades
Eq Color

$10
'
11

$20

Formerly Sun Sensations
—and—
Norma jeane's Nails

6041/2 Broad Ext.

PARADISE SNOW
Franchise ftx safe m Murray Building & all equipment 442-4758
PIZZA INN Americas'
at
Choice in Pizza- 'Franchising full seroce and/or delivery units 375K minimum
Call
cash
800-2-THE-INN

$30

Tobacco Farmers

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED,INC.
Offers a Complete Line of:
• Green Houses
• Outside Float System

• Soil-Less Mixes
• Finished Plants

• Float Trays

'Started Plants

Now booking started & finished plants.
Construction available on greenhouses.

1-800-831-3239

(502) 435-4415

Kathy Lee • 502-474-2796
America s Second Car

ANTIQUES by the piece or
colleceons Cal 753-9433
after 5prn

Duckling
VITMEIMME1111
non.,

CASH for mobile home
Ores & axles 436-2578
901-644-0679

y
.
tit119

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 coriistency ad in Classifiedsevery day,including the Shopper,
for S160 a month (paid in advanCe).

I ncat4ons rOwst to

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
CarS, Custom Vans, and Vans For
Office 753-6910
1 -800-THE-DUCK

Moving

112 So 121h
Murray, KY 02071

CASH paid foe good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray

Call 753-1916 for details.

TRAMPOLINE 753-9346

Lowest Rates rri Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

SECRETARY/BOOKKEEPER
POSITION AVAILABLE

Ankles
Fer Ilsis

WV INetroralltan LH*
AND AF FiL ATE

cOMPANIES

EXECUTIVE SALES POSITION
FINANCIAL PRODUCTS I SERVCES
Metropofltan Ule - One of the largest financial
institutions, seeks aggressive person to fill position in local area
Safari UP lo $40000 plus- Excellent tnngre
benefits to include: retirement, medical and dental
for entre family, 401K and disability plan, 3-year
training program
College degree preened No sales bedground
necessary
Resume please lo BEVERLY CULBREATH
RECRUITING DIRECTOR
556 JEFFERSON SUITE 303
PADUCAH, KY 42001

1
1

1992 CLUB Car Golf Cart •
Barely used Gas Phones
5 0 2 7 5 3 - 4 389
502 753-5960
1993 New Leftover POOLS
now at Big Savings' Many
models & sizes For ex
giant 19 X31 pool with sun
deck kenos and Now now
only $986 Complete Full
Financing
Call Jill at
I 800 759-8058
1994 WOLFF 24 bulb, suntan bed, brand new- slill in
the crate. $2.400 obo
753 4546
2 USED push lawn mow
we Runs greet. reedy to go
tor Spring One is $40. one
is $45 Celt Rick 7599657
days. 753 2165 nights

Owe message

Calloway Caiiiity Board of Education
has an opening in the central office for a
full-time secretary/bookkeeper, effective
April 1, 1994.

Thc

Responsibilities of the position include:
—
—
—
—
—

Personnel records
Payroll
Bookkeeping
Insurance and other benefits
Other responsibilities as assigned

Position offers • excalletit fnnge benefits.
Salary commensurate with education and
experience.
Send resume to: Calloway County Board of
Education. Attention: Cindy Jones,P.O. Box
BOO, Murray, KY 42071.
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GARDEN TILLERS, Rear
Tine TROY BUILT Tiers
11 10* direct from the lac
tory prices For FREE cata
log with prices special
SAVINGS NOW IN EF
FECT and Model Guide
call TOLL FREE
1 800 922 4600 Dept 6

0„I

MAF1RELL guitar. IOW or
acusac, band new. $450, &
Kremer guitar. iMec $200 2
Violin Strativarios made
1758. one $1000 and $800
436-2102

OLD GUITARS WANTED
Fender, Gibson, Martin,
Gr•tsch. National,
D'Angelico, Saornberg EpiFOR sale 1 week of time
phone, Rickenbacker Also
share tuxury condo any
where in the world (it avail- Gibson Mandolins
1900-19604 These
able) 753 0822
brands only please Top
FRUSTRATION pencils, cash
paid
tracing figures book 1-800-401-0440
marks magnets HBS RI 1
PIANO tuning John
Hardin KY 42048
Gottschalk, 753-9600
MATTRESSES, any size
Buy factory direct! Ask about our Repads! Smith Mat
Factory
treS6
502 851 3160
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
NEW metal siding & roofCHURCH WEDDING ing Cover 36- cut to length
Smoky Mountains Gatlinin 10 colors, galvanized
bug Chapels (Since 1980)
and galvalume Secondary No tests No Waiting,
it available Portable carPhotograpy, Music Flowport kits 489-2722 or
ers Videograohy Recep489 2724
tions, Limousines Honey
moon Suites (Fireplaces
ReSAUNAWASSAGE
Heart-Shaped Jacuzzis)
duce stress, lose weight
Christian Ceremony Rev
with Alpha Health EnvironEd Taylor 1-800-346-2779
ment Capsule Ultimate in
body & mind fitness PortCHAPEL IN THE
able, Profitable, Affordable A
married in •
WOODS-Be
FREE color catalog
beautiful log chapel in the
1-800-680-4853
woods-Gatlinburg No
SUNOUEST WOLFF TAN- blood test or waiting period!
NING BEDS New Romantic honeymoon caCommercial Home Units bins wifirepeace and hotFrom $199 Lamps - tubs' 1-800-729-4365.
Lotions-Accessories
A PERFECT WEDDING in
Monthly payments low as
Smoky Moun$18 Call Today FREE the original
tain Wedding Chapels
NEW Color Catalog
Complete arrangements1-800-462-9197
very reasonable Photos,
SUN tanning beds new & music, flowers, videos,
used, financing available limo, cabins, receptions In
Parts service & supplies
Dollywood Country!
Call Sonny Hooks 1-800-262-5683.
7 5 3 - 9 2 7 4 ,
CHAPEL IN THE VALLEY
1-800 540-9790
(Gallinburg's Original WedWEIGHT LOSS GUARAN- ding Chapel) Thoughtful
TEED' Stops nibblers, bin- service is rendered through
gers. emotional eaters music, -flowers, photo$21 95 White Cross Tabs, graphs, videos and recepBlack Capsules Cromium tions 1-800-922-4573
Picolonate Plus available
COOKWARE- We stopped
WHOLESALE PHARMA
giving dinner parties after
CEUTICAL
28 years I have some
1-800 340 3438 COD/
beautiful new 18 piece surCredit Cards Accepted
gical stainless steel waterless,greaseless, sets left
Life-time warranty' Retail
$1,198, now $3651 Sam
Appliances
1-800-852-3765
REFRIGERATORS,
Summit,
GATL1NBURG
stoves, washers & dryers
Clean & guaranteed to 3rd Night Free-Except Holidays, fireplace, balcony,
work 354-8528
kitchen, clubhouse poolJacuzzis. Honeymoon Spe160
cials! Individual units re
Horne
nted by Schweigert Enter
Furnishings
prises Free Brouchure
BROYHILL living room suit, 1-800-242-4853. (205)
in good condition For more 988-5139.
information phone
SMOKY MTN. MEMO753-2293
RIES: Beautiful chapel in
COUCH & love seat, 2mo Gatlinburg-Weddings
old Teal, mauve & blue. simple to elegant435-4003
Photographs. Flowers, VidFRENCH Provincal cheat eos, Lodging, Limoand dresser, alto Saxo- Ordained Minister-No
phone all in excellentcondi- blood testa:- No wailing.
tion Call 753-4908 after 1-8001242-7115.
5 30pm
WEDDINGS, OLDSOFA, clean, good condi- FASHIONED. Candlelight
ceremonies. Mountain
tion Cali 753-6074
Chapel_ overlooking river,
USED Sears Sealy Postur- near Gatlenburg Romantic
peck, king size bed set. CARRIAGE RIDE, Cabins,
Excellent condition, $300. Jacuzzis or Hot Tubs
436-5610
Charge Cards accepted
No teatitlno waiting.
HEART'LAND
Fans
1-800-448-VOWS (8697).
Equipment

•

6FT drag disk, $75
753-0142
CASE International 495
`kin *kit* -Pirloprox 100
hours
Phones
5 0 2 • 7 5 3 - 4 38 9 ,
502-753-5960
FOR sale 42 foot hyd fold
boom spray 435-4316
HOLLAND 2 row tobacco
setter 753-1594 after 7pm.
WANTED: utility tractor
with Of without loader. Call
collect 815-932-8494. Call
after 7pm.

MULCH
McKnight
Sawmill
753-5305
Open
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-4:30
Sat 7:30-Noon

Iluanees
Services

Sports
Equipment
E Z Go electric golf cart,
windshield, new batteries,
side curtains, very nice,
$1000 753-1376
GOLF Clubs, 2 sets of irons 1 Graphite. 1 steel,
ping clones- like new 2 Big
Brother Graphite drivers.
95 Call 753-7419 after
4pm
WANT to buy a set of Kars
tem I Ping Woods Need 1
3. & 5 753-9887
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD. also tree service 436-2562
THE woodmaster isback!
Call now for good sea
soned firewood that stacks
upl 753-9235

Muskat
F OR SALE SPINET
CONSOLE PIANO
Wanted responsible party
to make low monthly payments See locally Cal
WO 327 3345

ACZal

12x52 TRAILER with a
12:62 built on, 41111 Can
be moved by house mov
ors Call 753-0751

NICE duplex 2br anneal
rva, appliances furreshind
Coleman RE 753-9098

14X70 FLEETWOOD 3tx
2 lull bath 436-4273

CLASSIFIED
1982 14X65 CLAYTON
mobile home 31x, 1'4
bath central his. Sumas:iv
microwave. stove, refrigerCall
ator included
436-5003,
PRE OWNED Homes
Hurry while they last' #311
2br 12X60 only $2,995
now $1,995 #323 2br,
12X60 was $3,995 now
$2,995 *253 2br, 12X60
was $5,996 now $4,995
0357 2br, 12X65 was
$2,500 now $1,500 0:344
2br, 14X70 $500 down &
$196 per month Repo!
*305 14X70 Repo $500
down & $195 per month
Many more pre-owned &
Repo homes to choose
from! $ee these at Volun
leer Homes Hwy 79 East
Paris TN 901-642-4466
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR Grogan's Trailer Park
Appliances & water furnColeman RE
ished
753-9898
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209
VACANT 2br furnished
$200 753-5292
285
Moab
Home Lots For Rent
MOBILE home lots for rent
492-8488

800-2200S0 ft Coleman
RE 753-9898
HARD to believe that office
space on the courtscluare in
downtown Murray is affordable & available but it is &
Debbie can tell you all about it Call 753-1266
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 Of 753-6612
310
Want
To Rent

K T I and Associates offering a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753-3868 or 436-6099
270
Mobil.
Homes For Sate
38R secluded home, garage & storage building with
wooded acreage 8 fishing
pond located 12 miles
Southeast of Murray
Under $20,000 759-9171
ATTENTION, SELLERS/
BUYERS, mobile home
loans 1976 and newer
from GreeR Tree Financial
Refinancing available
Fast, friendly service For
application
call
1-800-221-8204
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 arnp $325
435-4027
MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles/
doubles Financing available Clean, lets model
homes Green Tree Finan
cal Corporabon/Kentucky,
606-223 1010
or
1-800 221 8204

NOW talung applicamons
fix Section 8 low rent Piouswig Apply in person at
Southsidit Manor, 904
Broad St Extended, between 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity.
SUMMER'S coming, beautiful lake duplex, boat ramp,
each 2tx *id hook up,
15/min from Murray Top
$350/mo bottom $275/rno
527-9639
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bedrooms, handicap accessible Equal Housing Opportunity Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex appliances furnished?
central gas heat & air.
$475imo 1 mo deposit, 1
yr lease No pets Cal
7
330
Rooms
For Rm.
1614 OLIVE, all utilities
furnished, kitchen & living
room privileges Coleman
RE 753-9898

320
Apartments
For Rent
1,2.3BD apts. Furnished,
very nice near MSU. No
75 3- 1 25 2
pets.
days,753-0606 after 5pm.
1BR, appliances & water
furnished References &
deposit required. No pets
753-3949_
1BR,located in Cherry Corner $185/mo, water furnished. Deposit & references required. 436-2884
after 5pm.

2BR, 1 bath duplex, garage
with automatic door
opener, dish washer, garbage disposal, w/d hookup, central h/a, $450/mo.
lyr lease Day 753-7688,
nights 759-4703.
2BR, CUTE duplex. Dishwasher, microwave
$425/mo BUT LOW UTILITIES' $10350 combined
average 1402 Michelle,
Northwood Lease, deposit, no pets 753-8734
28R country upstairs apt.
water paid, low utilities.
$285/mo plus deposit
489-2296
2BR duplex, nice neighborhood, newly decorated Reference deposit required
No pets $275/mo,
436-2816 anytime
2BR townhouse, new, spacious all appliances including washer & dryer
753-4573
2BR, water furnished. Located 1601 Farmer,
$300/mo Coleman RE
753-9898
49R, 2 bath acts available
spoilnow Cental
canoes furnished Located
on Diugusd Coleman RE
753-9898
A 28R. 2 bath duplex, gas
heat, garage Available
Coleman RE
now
753-9898
EMBASSY 2br, central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
MUR CAL Apartments now
scoop/Ong applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEWLY constructed 2br
neer MU $400/mo Call
753-0472

PAM
Sale

Garage
Sale
SOO N. 19th St.
Friday ar
Saturday

7 a.m. till ??

After moving
sale.

GARAGE
SALE
1701 Audubon
-,Fri., March 18
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
dishes
Clothes,
and various items.

Golf Garage
Sale
1904 Gatesborough
Circle
March 18 & 19

2BR, brick, carport, 1'4
bath, central h/a, appliances, yard mainte-hence included. No pets,
$375. Deposit & references. After 5pm,
753-W97.
28R house on So 7th St
$350/mo, lease & deposit
required 753-4109

8 am.-Noon
Golf dubs, bags, accessones, toys, boys
clothes sizes 2-10.

.i3n
-Real
Estate

Hawse
For las
39A brick hems in Southwest school district Central
gm heat, central electric
• atteched wage, offered at $72,500 thru Itop
perud Realty 753-1222
MLS•6496
5 ROOM 1600sq' house
Needs a new location
Owners we
mpang oIlers to purchase & move
home Would make a good
renal Broker/owner cal
750-2001
BEST of shawl Ught and
airy interior immaculate 3
bedroom. 2 bath, dining
room, vaulted ceiling in
greatroom lust time on
market, call 753-1492 Century 21
BY owner, LOVELY BRICK
RANCHER, 4_5 wooded
acres, ROOM TO BUILD,8
miles from Murray, 1 mile to
KY lake, Hwy 94, 2br, 1
bath, large living/dining
room with stone fireplace,
central ac/heat, vaulted
ceilings, huge 2-car
garage-workshop, new
wood cabinets, w-w carpets. all appliances Move
in NOW Priced below appraisal CaN 502-474-2769
COUNTRYSIDE delight
On small acreage, gas
heat, hardwood floors,
stained woodwork, lust now
An the market with Century
21 Priced iciw asas. Call
753-1492 5 acres
FIRST timer's hods This
fenced 1
story cottage
has hardwood floors, gas
heat Call 753-1492 Century 21 a real deal maker for
an investor or first time
buyer,
HOME for sale by owner.
750-6235

LOOK at price and size'
How about 6br. 3 baths,
living room, den, large
kitchen & lots of closets
Edge of city limits and only
$89,900 See this one
58 ACRES prime develop- soon. Kopperud Realty
ment property southwest of 753-1222, MLS# 5450
Murray. Must sell! RUSTIC house on 3 acres,
759-9247.
Southwest school district,
CONDOMINIUM for sale or 30X40 metal shop, 16X16
lease_ Low utilities, on site patio deck, 31x, 2 bath,
security 753-3293 after central gas heat & air,
$69,500. Serious inquires
6pm.
only.. 492-8600 after 5pm.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase SHOWPLACE! Superlative
homes-all price ranges If brick two story, 4 bedyou ire thinking of selling- rooms, 2.5 baths, privacy
contact one of our courte- wall, professionally landous and professional scaped, lust now on the
agents at 753-1222 or stop market- no sign in yard- call
by office at 711 Main St. us 753-1492 Century 21

4BR, natural gas heat, a/c,
& appliances, lease. depo- 36 PLUS acres with two
sit & references required new bldgs . house trailer
All improvements in Cam492-8526
den TN. 901-586-4501,
For Rent
Of Lasso
Brakes for rent, Pro Two
for vinyl siding 436-2701
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's.
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081_
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available. Call 753-2905.
TOBACCO base with land
for cash rent 3.6 AC DSC,
4AC Burley to be grown in
Tennessee
Call
502-885-8280

WANT to lease nice 4br 2
bath home in nice area for
professional couple moving
into this area Call
759 1922

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109.

2sn

200

MOM
Hems Fee Oda

AKC Registered Collie
PUPS, old Lassie, 6wks old,
1 male, 2 females.
$125/male, $100/female.
753-4545
DOG Day Afternoon, dog
grooming. 759-1768.

NEW duplex for sale' Cambridge Estates. Gene
Steely 753-6156
YOU CAN own your own
home! No downpayment on
Miles materials, attractive
construction financing. Call
Miles Homes today,
1-800-343-2884 ext. 1
.135
Lake
Property

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

OWN
1990 PONTIAC 6000
sum. pts, plb, ear 3 1 V-6
new tires, dark blue
68.XXX miles $4.360
502-875-4050 (dealer)
1990 TAURUS Wagon
loaded, aluminum wheels
extra seat, $6 500
437-4723

Al, AL'S hauling yard ANTENNA Repair and in
work, tree removal mow stallabon Replace or instill
ing Free estimates quality Channel Waster an
tennas rotors ancl amok
750-1683
tiers Beasley s Antenna
A1A tree service Removal Service
Buchanan
trimming, hauling & clean 901-642-4077
up 492-8254

1991 MAXIMA SE bright
red, loaded one Owner
36,XXX miles 753 8678
1991 PLYMOTH Laser
52.XXX miles
owner
$7,500 437-4402 after
1991 TOYOTA Carnry in
excellent condition Ca/
753-6098
1992 DODGE Spirit Take
over payments 753 5.350
1992 EAGLE Talon
loaded 753-8613 after
5.30pm
YOU BRING
753-7400

WE SELL'

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTONI WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
and

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By Ana sot, Oto Stiowirooa •
MS Sunbury • Murray (Batumi
753-5940
.rwx...

WOOD WCIRKS

,8. 116

Vans

is now offering

1973 omc ton van, asking
$1,200 753-4545

PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS!

1985 ASTRO Van, 86,XXX
miles, cargo/ passenger
van with tow package Excellent condition, $3,500
435-4593 after 7pm

Pens Mugs Keychains Buttons Magnetic Business
Cards Kites Balloons Desk Accessones Memo
Boards Pins and Many Many More Products'

Call (502) 382-2306 (ft or Fax)
We accept Visa or MasterCard

1989 DODGE Grand Caravan SE,one owner, grey on
grey, 109,000 highway
miles Excellent condition
Asking $6,500 Phone
502-227-2760 (Frankfort)
1989 FORD Aerostar, pis &
brakes, a/c. new tires, original owner, excellent condition. 502-436-5872

Used
Trucks
1970 MODEL Jeep, asking
$550 753-4545

Authorized
BRIGGS & STRATTON. klabanteleti
sai KOHLER
Service Canter

Across from Southern States

Lamb's-Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071
Also Repair Work
BCS Tillers
brunt Lamb
Richard Lasob

1976 FORD truck, stick
shift, new motor, $1.200
obo. and 1967 Chevy truck
stick shift, $1,000 obo
436-2528

For a clean sweep...

1981 CHEVY pick-up full
size, excellent condition
Must sell' 436-2102
1984 RANGER, short bed
5sp high mileage, good
transportation, $2,300 See
at 802 N 20th after 5pm
1989 FORD Ranger, 4`cyAnder, nice, $3,500 Phone
354-8692 after 5pm

753-2925

e[Mi

weep
COMMERCIAL &

• Weekly.
81-Weekly,
or One-Tirne
Services .
• Free estintates

muus-rami

OANMC

JERRY GREEN
Insured • Bonded

(502)753-9317

510

470
Campers
Motorcycles
1977 HONDA 554, 22,XXX
flIll66 $550 474-8325
1988 HONDA Hawk, 650
GT, gray, low mies. excellent condition, includes 2
helmets & extra seat. 11xxx
miles. Asking $2,100
753-6138 before 5pm.

YOU BRING, WE SELL'
KY Lake view lot and a 753-7400.
completely re-modeled
19 4 2BR mobile home,
furnished. Hamlin, KY.
Auto
Beautiful view. $13,000
Parts
obo. 217-431-7034.
PEG'S Dog Grooming
1981 TOYOTA 4-cyc
753-2915
diesel engine (not the truck
body) with 5-speed manua
REGISTERED 3mo, old,
transmission $600 Phone
male, Toy Poodle, shots
502-535-4521.
$175. 753-5318
100X140 SOUTHWEST
Vile subdivision All city METAL tool box for small
1911
utilities, seduced $17,500. pickup, $35 753-0142
Poultry
753-4873 after 6pm
& Supplies
.19171
BEAUTIFUL large lots with
Used
CHICKEN litter, $25 per trees in Gatesborough,
Cars
pick-up load. Stahler's $18,000 up. Call 753-7249
Dairy & Poultry farm. or 753-9662.
CHEVROLET
Im1972
753-7387.
pala, excellent condition
492-8475 after 5pm,
150
Sir,
Farms
1979 AAONTE Carlo, good
Pub.*
For Sala
shape 492-8749
35 ACRES near KY Lake 1984 BUICK Elct. United,
& New Concord, tillable. V-8, 4dr, full power, new
Vi young timber, black top tires, in excellent condition
road, $89,500 Will divide 753-4599.
into 40,45 Of 50 acre tracts.
1305 Story Ave.
1985 TRANS Am, 77,XXX
lefT11. 759-1922
FrL & Sat.
miles,$4,200 1968 Dodge.
7:30 to ??
1 ton, flatbed, $1,000
,160
435-6099
Homes
Nice In, girl dresses
(sz
4T-5T).
boys
For kis
1986 FORD Escort, well
Clothes (sz. 12-14),
2BR, 1.4 bath, brick on 3 kept 753-1408
boys dress pants,spring
acres on Hwy 80 near 1986 FORD EXP, runs
& summer little girls
Aurora, $55,000
clothes(u. 12 mo.-4T),
good, $1,200 Call
753-6556, 753-2951
women* clothes (sz
753-7289 after 5pm
14-20), knikknaks, toys.
38R, 14 bath, central hire, 1986 MAZDA RX7 GLX,
something for everyone.
gas heat, hardwood floors, 59,XXX miles, mint condiscreened porch, 1321 Olive boo. $5.800 753-5539 or
Blvd. 753-1890.
753-9239
3BR, 2.5 bath home lo- 1988 CHEVROLET Celecated on a quiet street New brity, auto, Ws, pit,
401 N. 5th St.
central gas heat & air were stereo, new tires, 51,XXX
added in '92 Large closets miles Clean car. $2,875
Thursday
& storage space, generous 502-875-4050 (dealer)
$ am. - 4 p.m.
sized rooms & immediate
Friday
possession make this a 1988 RENAULT Medalion,
$ am. - 7?
home you need to seel arn/m radio, a/c, very nice,
men, women, children &
Laded to sell at $75,000 89.X XX moles 759-9334 afinfant dotes
Men's
Kopp•rud Realty, ter 4 30pm
leather jacket(sz 3111),eornerv's rebbt coat (sz
753-1222 MLS15469
1989 CHEVROLET Celeranng,
Mid). bob/
3BR, 2 bath brick ranch, brity Stationwagon, auto
docks, toys S lots of
central heat & a/c Privacy a/c 4 cyc , blue with grey
shoes
Something tor
fence, fireplace with insert, interior One owner,
everyone
$3,200 Phone Frankfort
$69,500 753-5703
or
502-675-4050
38R. central gas heat & air. 502-875-1844 (dealer)
410
3yrs old, fenced back yard,
Real
nice neighborhood Good 1969 FORD Escort GT, ex
Estate
aslant condition, 55,XXX
starter or retiree home Im
males Call after 6pm
possession
m•diat•
ROBERTS Realty Cello
753-8546
5pm
after
753
5214
way County's oldest and
most reliable real estate 3BR home in town, quiet 1990 GRAND Am SE, fully
agency For al your real neighborhood Reduced to loaded with sun roof Garage kept, 21,XXX
mats needs call them to- $50,500 Contact Kop
day at 7153-16611 Syca- perud Realty 753-1222 Still under warranty,
$9,900 739-1652
more and 12th St
MLS• 5269
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

Sesebee

1973 STARCRAFT 23tt
$3,000 Call 474-8125 after
4pm
1991 28FT 5th wheel Prowler, loaded, mint condition
Call 489-2018
YOU BRING, WE SELL'
753-7400
520

William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings. Also remodelmg Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small.

Boats
Motors

474-8267

14FT alumakraft 6ft wide
25hp, electric start, Evenrude, trolling motor, depth
finder, live well, and trailer
753-4276.

GREEN EARTH LAWN SERVICE

ae

17FT windsurfer, 2 sails,
$350. 759-1087

Mowing

Tilling

24' LOWE Pontoon boat.
90hp Evinrude, covers and
swim ladder
Call
901-247-3221 between
Sam-4pm

Hedge Trimming

Landscaping

WANTED: 1988-1990 fish
& ski, 18ft, 150hp, want
excellent. 554-1548

- CALL TODAY FOR FREE ESTIMATE

Mowing Time Is Nearly Here!

-

753-8222

YOU BRING, WE SELL'
753-7400

RON HALL

5311
Services
Offered

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.

1 1 1 1 A. Hauling, moving
clean up, odd jobs, tree
trimming, tree removal
mulch hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb
436-5744
1 1 1 A Hauling, tree trim
ming, tree removal, cleaning out sheds, attics, & odd
lobs. Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Electrical Service & Installation
Licensed Gas 4,4erchant

Murray, KY

(502) 435-4699

Public Auction
Saturday,March 19th at 10 a.m.at the home of Mr.Willie
and Mrs. Palma Scott. From Murray,Ky. take Hwy.94
East to Hwy.280.Turn on 2805th house on right. Watch
for auction sign.
Upright frost free freezer - 1981 Chevrolet Malibu 4 dr.,
automatic V-8, air, p/s, p/b - 12' Landau John boat - Snapper
riding mower - electric chain hoist - tow bar - small air cond. office desk - large post bed & vanity - iron bed - fishing
equipment - motor stand - air compressor - jack stand - log
chains - bench grinder - electric line trimmer - c-clamps - hand
power tools - other tools & wrenches - used car parts - small
shop vise - pipe wrench - used tires- stack barrel stove - yard
seeder -2 wheel hand truck - Coleman lantern - wheel barrow wood barrel - step ladder - push mower - meter box service concrete blocks & brick - hand and yard tools - used lumber.
Many other items not listed. Auction held rain or shine. Not
responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
"My Serried, Doesn't

tttst, It Payx"
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Soribes
Med
&)carpentry Walk house
plans drawn, remodeng
decks. homes built. no icib
to small tree Wetmore
Call J8IC Construction
436-S398
Al TREE Servo°, Slump
removal and spraying Frew
eseinfors 753 0906 after
5pm 759 9816 753-0495

HOROSCOPES

DRYWALL. Mashing re
pars addilons and blowing oolongs 753-4761

ill LAWN SERVICE corn
mensal or reodenasi free
783-4031
searesies

ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Hearing. Cooing fi Electinc.
Inc Service, sales and inmansion (502) 435-4699
435 4.327

Myst Spm
MOWING, mutt:lung and

EXPERIENCED dry wall
knotting References av
abie 436 2060

cal

lawn cars Foe estimates
4892280 or 753-924
PLUMBING repamon wah
same day service Call
436-5255

FRIDAY, MARCH l& 1994
i For .sour personakzed daily kane Dixon horoscope, based on your owe
date of birth. call 1-9013-9824 77$8 Your phone comport) till] bill you 99
Lents a minute.)

Tt)DAY'S CHILDREN air comfortable v hetr. with almost anyone
Their open-minded. generous nature wins them friends wherever they go
Original thinkers. these Pisces have an insailahle uriiisit about the way
.ution for the security of
other people live. "Their lose of fanoly and arramarriage are unequaled. Strongly interested in the ent inwenent. they often
choose to work in that field as either volunteers of professionals

ALL gutters & leaves
iron • re,Lwe4.1 ARAI upleicd .ops
kane [Awn s rasa NclIsnf N.*. 1 c‘serdas l,ii and her.
I. ai firip 1 haul me Pt., is God.
51 po•fair anal Sandhog
cleaned Mowing kw pick
tend 15
RESIDENTIAL Roofing
,v4,41 Mils
old
FOR
annirrs•
fire
and 4.'.i Ph Sos 41,e242,
12yr
(
bus
payabke So
up
Guaranteed wort at res
kruIrc•
an..1
Neel
,
N.
hauling Ce David Bailey roes man 2yrs explet- twinkle rates Free estiare
ives ready to do yard mates 25yrs experience
at Sara' „aer
Celebrate with a loved one tonight'
HAPP1 BIRTHDAY! IN THE
spring cieaning & summer Repays on old roof or new
753 69db
Romance is gradually deepening.
NEXT
1
EAR
OF
'YOUR
LIFE:
A
mowing Call 759-9921
construction Call Rick
ALPHA Buis:Mrs Carpen-CANCER (June -21-hily -22i:
-fleitable approach will help you-gain
7538546
Ike
or
try remodeling porches
GAIL'S Creative Designs
the allies and resources you rwed to
Your keen intuition is your special
753-7964
roofing concrete drive
Compute embroidery
strength now. Whether you take aim
achieve success. New technology
ways painting mai n te
ROCKY COLSON Horne
9arti-2pre 753-5745
romance or a far-reaching proefficient
and
business
more
pracon
lance ex Free estimates
Repair Roofing siding
GENERAL %pair plumbtices let you move ahead quickly. ject. your wisdom will impress
4892303
painting, plumbing con
ing roofing, tree work
creep Free magnum& Call Profits soar! Beware of getting . influential people. Avoid hanging
436-2642
ANTIQUE refinishing. kir
involved in an unethical deal. Both
out with the wrong crowd.
474-2307
future repair & custom
your savings and reputation could be
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: An
GERALD WALTERS
ROOFING,
vinyl siding &
woodworking 7534056
emotional showdown could make
your
Someone
past
will
from
lost.
Roofing vinyl siding pont reptwoment windows
30
trig Free estimates 18
meeting a deadline seem almost
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
years experience Free es- reappear early in 1995. Give
Factory trained by 3 maps years experience LOGY re- timates Call
impossible. Rise to the occasion.
romance J second chance.
753-6158
manufacturers All work ferences 436-2701
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
Your :iinfident manner convinces
SEAMLESS gutters in
and parts warranted Ask
THIS DATE: country. music star
es et'one to work as a team. Clever
GUPTONS S LAWN
stalled ressdentiai Or corn
for Andy at The Appliance
actresses
communications help you influence
Charlie
Irene
CARE LOWIDS1 rates best mercial Servall
Pride.
Cara
Gutter Co
Works 753-2455
care tree estimates
the public.
and Vanessa Williams. speed skater
'53-6433
48e-2590
APPLIANCE SERVICE
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Bonnie Blair
SEWING machine repair
Kenmore Westinghouse
ARIES March 21 -April 191:
Friends and social activities beckon.
HAIDAWAY Constniction
Kenneth
753-2674
Bernha
WhitIpooi 30. years ex
But errands and tasks may have
lour skills are greatly needed.
Remodeling vinyl siding
pertence
BOBBY
vinyl replacement win
SHEETROCK finishing
piled up. Exercise self-discipline.
A ork hard and do not complain.
HOPPER 436 5848
textured ceilings Larry
does, vinyl flooring
You will not be alone when there is
Higher pay is possible in the months
Chnsman 492-8742
BACKHOE SERVICE
436-2052
ahead %nye to get along better with
a valuable prize to be won.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
HEATING Ron Hall Heal- SUREWAY Tree & Stump sour associates. Live by the Golden
installation repair replace
are
nearing an important goal related
ing. Cooling and Elective Removal insured with full Rule
ment 759-1515
Co Senna) unit replace- line of equipment Free esT.AURl S (April 20-May 201:
to finances. security and your home.
BACKHOE Service ROY ment and complete instal
: timates Day or night
Self-doubt,disappear when a career
Unexpecterl events may help you
HILL Septic system drive Don' Licensed gas installer 753-5484
goal is rea.hed An unexpected mesturn a chenshed dream into reality.
ways hauling foundations
Phone 435 4699
Take a trusted relative into your
THE Gutter Co Seamless sage brings good news from a loved
etc 759 4664
ITS time to start thinking aluminum gutters variety one [isms ahroad. A different hairconfidence.
about mowing your yard of colors Licensed in
BACKHOE Servibe corn
style could give you the image you
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
tuned Estimate available
plat@ foundations septic Call Warms Lawn Ser
v.ant.
Although the morning starts slowly.
vice 489-2342 Free est '59-4690
systems R H Nesbitt Pb
GEMINI May 2I -June 201‘.' things could be pretty hectic by
mates Reasonable rates
sonry Phone 492 8516
noon. The financial picture .is more
Take the initiative when dealing
pager 76,2-7221
-VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
ithl Member of the opposite sex. encouraging than in the recent past.
JEFF S Cuitioni Closet
-.BEST rates or lawns Closet orgairiizeri klrhome Service Center. cleaningindividuals working in, the arts can
Be more creative when trying to
or office customed de
mowed 7536986
Servicing $15 most repairs expect substantial financial gains.
please loved ones.
signed and installed Free 135 Free estimates Route
B&G Maintenance 8 kawr Estimate 753 9581
' Almo Open 9-12 1-5
care Free estimates ASA
Mon Fn 753-0530
Bill .594490
JIM S Garden Service
Gardens breaking dm
WHOLESALE carpet saws
BOBS Plumbing Repair king ding Lawns
spades are divided 4-4. In that case,
seeding
Insolation Residential
North dealer.
,
Service AL work guaran
& fertilizing new or wasting
the defenders score just three spade
or commercol Randy Lee
Neither
side
vulnerable.
:eeo
53 1 1 34 or Blade
work 8 bush
502-474-2796
tricks and a club.
436 5832
NORTH
hogging Reasonable
Finally, suppose West has Five
WILL
do
yard work 8 mow
•8 3
rates 753-3413
BREAKS & disking gar
spades and East three. Agaii the
wig 437-4071
Q
107
dens Yard iandscaping
KITCHEN CABINET RE
duck does no harm,though it does no
• A 10
bush hogging & mulching
FACING tarifa your old WILL do yard work & odd
good either. Assuming best defense,
roe estimates 436 5430 new again we Formai
•
A
Q
J
1053
lobs
after
4pm
753-8463
Al
declarer can't make three notrump
WEST
EAST
BRYON S LAWN SER- colors free estimates
WILL mow yards also
if the spades are 5-3, since West
•
A
J
9
5
4
2
•
10
6
Wulff
s
Recovery
kkirray
VICE Free estimates
weed-eating 753-4114 or
would duck the spade return at trick
•
9
4
KY
V K J 65
2
436 5560
'53 4591
753-8669

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Nothing will be accomplished by
trying to force an issue. Back off
and try again later Aocept the status
quo and count your blessings. Spend
some time alone. then get together

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-(ec.
21 A suggestion you make at work
gains strong support from higherups Sharpening your skills in your
spare time will increase your earning power A new romance begins
to intensity. hollow your heart.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan
19): Someone is working behind the
scenes on your behalf. You can
accomplish great things if you use
your time more wisely! Settle any
differences with your mate before
finalizing weekend social plans.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Reaching an agreement may be difficult today. Eves if teen,agers try
your patience, tend a sympathetic
ear. Clear your desk and rettfrn
phone calls•before meeting friends.

with fnends

Make It Happen
on KET!
TeleFund '94
March 5-20
1-800-866-0366

CONTRACT BRIDGE

4--41
fa47

COE S General Repair
Electric carpentry drywall
finishing
plum-bing
492-8403

YARD
SALE
SEASON

CONSTRUCTION Fr arn
ing $2 a square foot arid
up
Tripp Wili ams
753-0563
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Wulff s Recovery Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and se,
vice
Ca
Gary at
759-4754
•

CUSTOM bulldozing and
bacluxie work septic systems 354 8161 after Om

MUMS:Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SATE
insertion

2 insertions
3 insertions

92.30

Ada mart be paid .n adneare A 7 00 far oral be
; regained go Raabe an. Mange. la ad aftre deadline

orAnunts AU

DAYS IN ADVANCE:

Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition
For

Friday 3
_Saturday 10
Monday 3
Tuesday 3
Wednesday 3
Thursday 3

YU kstance

p.m
am
p.m
pm
p.m

p in

call. 7b3.11114 or come by

Murray Ledger & Times

CUSTOM bush hogging
& tilling up to 6-cleep)
489 2995

ciassinsid

Department

7.) & C Lawn Care Free
estimates 489 2296
DECK Masters Reasor
able rates for quality work
For your free estimates cal,
Rick 753 6566 or Mi.:
753 7864

At
Classt ed Advertisers!

Ila
imme

Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section
running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly pnced at $10.00, for

Only $5 A Week!
IMinimum of 13 Weeks)

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1918

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

4111
GU Us Today!
V

753-1916

•7 4
+82

sotrrH

•QJ 9 3
4 K 64

•K Q 7
A 83
•K 86 5 2
+97
The bidding:
North East
South West
1+
Pass
1•
Paw
2*
Pass
2 NT
Pass

two and eventually defeat the contract.
Note that the assumption is made
that East has the king of clubs. Of
course, West may have the king, in
which case the duck is reasonably
safe because nine or more tricks are
highly likely to be made.

It is not unusual for declarer to
have more than one way to play a
hand. Mostoften,he makes hischoice
by trying topless how the defender's
cards are divided. Of course, if he
could see their hands, his problem
would become much easier to solve.
But since declarer frequently
works almostentirely in the dark,
he can only theorize as to the most
probable distribution. He starts by
dismissing from consideration those
hands that render the contract
unmakable. He also ignores those
hands where his plan makes no difference Instead, he concentrates on
cases where what he decides to do
can determine how he eventually
fares.
Here isa typical case.South is in
three notrump and West leads a
spade, on which East plays the ten.
Let's first assume declarer wins with
the king and tries a club finesse
East takes the king,returns a spade,
and South goes down two.
But declarer makes the contract
if he ducks the ten of spades. That's
what he'd do if he saw the adverse
cards, but, more importantly, it's
what he should do even if he doesn't
see them.
Why'Because by ducking hesucceeds when the spades are divided62and East has the king ofclubs.This
is because East won't have a spade
to return when he takes the club
king.
South likewise succeeds if the

tilling JUST ONE HAND'
• Available in 3 to 8HP Models
Ask your dealer for compete Oetaos arc a friar
copy of the TROY BILT Warranty

0TROWNILT

Murray Home & Auto

e

Chestnut SI

LIQUIDATION
IT WILL PAY
oilday,
tz, YOU TO DRIVE
fFarr
m,
sest
'
Jt.1,71lrelt
MILES TO THIS
SALE!!!
41n.

FROM

99

EASY TERMS!

LIVINGROOM SETS
MANY STYLES To
SELECT FROM

299

90 Days
Free Financing

ALL RECLINERS

40%.60% OFF

OPEN
Mon.-Fri 9-5 Sat. 9-3

kfANY S'YLES T

`SE FR Al

L IMI I 1

5 PIECE SET
ODD

239

4 DRAWER
CHESTS

-

•
*

e;lig ' ••.. NOW ON SALE

,
II

f

4

•

,

ALL TABLES

'49

CHILD'S BEDROOM

TWIN SIZE

to

FROMS2
9
40%-60%

OFF

Will

P4 ROLIC.11 T

4 PIECES

IN St

199

OTHER SIZES ON SALE!

PURDOM

Fey* Childress
Wooderwin Bldg.
3rd & Maple,Murray
733•4234

FURNITURE & MATTRESS

Woodmen
of the World
Lieelearresere Society
011144, ONNAfts PANAANnia

L

EVERY
MATTRESS
SALE PRICED!

7 PC. SET '339
-- Woodmen offers a
wide variety of life
Insurance plans which
provide flexibility on
insurance protection
and tax-deferred
interest features To
find the plan that
meets your needs
contact.

753-2571

EMERGENCY STOCK

3 NT
Opening lead — five of spades.

litlEDYnM,

CARPET installation 30 LAWN care Have reler
plus years experience ences. reasonable rates
commercial and reside° dependable service (tall
Lai vinyl tile berber Wont wig orders now) Call CiliJ
guaranteed Measures and Lawn Service Phone(502) 3 KITTENS. healthy, low
repairs Cali 44-2131 or 753-5642
trained 759-1087
437 4543
LAWNS mowed No lawn FREE Two puppies Will
CARPORTS for cars and too big or too small Rea- be small dogs 1 gin 1 boy
rates
trucks Special sizes lor son•ble
(black) 759-9649
motor home boats RVs 502 436-5081
FRIENDLY pair of young
and etc Excellent protecbon her quality excellent LICENSED for electric anct tack. Lab mix dogs seeks
gas 753-7203
country home where they
value Roy Hill 759-4664
LIGHT haueng, wee rim- can run All shot tornaie
CHIM Chin' Chimney
ming and removal Call spayed For details call
Sweeps has 10% senior 753-2320
753 1916 and asin for Amy
leave message
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

• Rear tines and power wheels
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TO
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. March 17, the 76th day of 1994. There are 289
days left in the year. This is St. Patrick's Day.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 17, A.D. 461, according to tradition, St. Patrick — the
patron saint of Ireland — died in Saul.
On this date:
In 1776, British forces evacuated Boston during the Revolutionary
War.
In 1870, the Massachuseus legislature authorized the incorporation
of Wellesley Female Seminary. It later became Wellesley College.
In 1894, 100 years ago, the United States and China signed a treaty
aimed at preventing Chinese laborers from entering the U.S.
In 1905, Eleanor Roosevelt married Franklin D. Roosevelt in New
York.
In 1906, President Theodore Roosevelt used the term "muckrake"
in a speech at the Gridiron Club in Washington.
In 1910, the Camp Fire Girls organization was formed. It was formally presented to the public exactly two years later.
In 1950, scientists at the University of California, Berkeley
announced they had created a new radioactive element. They named it
californium.
In 1958, the U.S. Navy launched the Vanguard I satellite.
In 1966, a U.S. midget submarine located a hydrogen bomb that had
fallen from an American bomber into the Mediterranean, off the Spanish coast.
In 1969, GoIda Meir became prime minister of Israel.
Ten years ago: Two men were convicted in Fall River, Mass., of
raping a young woman on a barroom pool table as onlookers joked
and cheered. Democratic presidential candidate Walter F. Mondale
finished first in party caucuses in Michigan and Arkansas.
Five years ago: The Senate unanimously confirmed U.S. Rep. Dick
Cheney as secretary of defense, following the failed nomination of
former Sen. John Tower.
One year ago: Helen Hayes, the First Lady of American Theater,
died in Nyack, N.Y., at age 92.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Mercedes McCambridge is 76. Singersongwriter John Sebastian is 50. Actor Patrick Duffy is 45. Actor Kurt
Russell is 43. Actress Lesley-Anne Down is 40. Actor Rob Lowe is
30.
Thought for Today: "God made the grass, the air and the rain; and
the grass, the air and the rain made the Irish; and the Irish turned the
grass, the air and the rain back into God." — Sean O'Faolain, Irish
author.
fir

Tea years ago
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's 1984-85 budget will
increase room rates and other
fees, but the local hospital is still
a less expensive facility than
mother others of iu size, according to hospital offioials.
Calloway County Sheriff
David Balentme spoke at a meeting of Murray Lions Club at
Murray Woman's Club House.
He is pictured with Lions Club
President Richard Jones.
A new scholarship honoring
Robert P. McCann, assistant professor of Computer Informational
Systems and Quantitative
Methods at Murray State University, has been established at Murray State University. McCann
died Oct. 4, 1983.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Curtin,
March 6.

Twenty years ago
Lee Bolen has been appointed
as superintendent of Murray
Street Department by Murray
City Council.
Chris Parker, son of Mr. and
Mrs. V.W. Parker, was presented
his Eagle Badge at a Court of
Honor by Boy Scout Troop 45 at
First United Methodist Church.

Thirty years ago
Toy Laming. Murray pilot,
and John Corlelyou, MSC student
and also a pilot, were injured
when the single engine Bonanza
plane failed at 6,000 fee and
crashed about IYI miles north of
Five Points in front of the home
of Ned Coleman on March 16.
The plane was demolished.

John Hodge, Rickey Bucy and
Kenny Thomas are new officers
of Murray Cycle Club.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Daniel
Thompson, March 7; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Almand, March
9; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Wyatt, March 11.
Tony Thompson, Murray High
School Senior, has been selected
to the Prep All-American Football Team of Coach and Athlete
magazine.

Floyd B. Arnold, shipfitter first
class, USN, son of Mrs. A.N.
Arnold, is serving on USS Chickasaw, operating out of San Diego,
Calif.
Marine Major Joseph 0. Compton Jr. is stationed at Twentynine Palms, Calif.
Mrs. Jeanne Willis, teacher of
School of New Hope, spoke at a
meeting of New Concord Parents
Club at New Concord School.
James PuckeU is club president.
Forty years ago

The Rev. E. Calvin Baird, representative of Board of Missions
and Evangelism of Cumbeiland
Presbyterian Church, spoke at
services at North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club was
organized March 1 at the club
house. Elected as officers were
Mrs. Wilbur DeJarnett, Mrs.
Mona Purdom, Mrs. William
Pogue and Mrs. Allen Rose.
V.A. Chi[son is serving as pastor of Murray Seventh -day
Adventist Church.
A.L. Baize!l was honored on
March 14 in celebration of his
84th birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus Webb
of St. Louis, Mo., have been the
guests of relatives here.
Carnations are listed as setting
for 51.75 per dozen in ad for
Shirley Florist.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: My daughter (I'll
call her Jolene) made the mistake of
marrying "Hank," a jerk who
turned out to be an alcoholic drugabuser and wife-beater. He kicked
her in the stomach when she was
five months pregnant. Fortunately,
the baby survived, and she summoned the courage to leave him and
file for divorce. Hank denied that
the baby was his, and talked his
new girlfriend into paying $600 for
the DNA test, but it established
Hank was the father.
Since this happened, we have
learned that Hank has fathered —
and abandoned — six other children
by four different women. In divorce
court, the judge ruled that $90 a

week shall be withheld from his
paycheck for child support. Out of
seven children, my grandson is the
only one to get any support.
After their divorce, Jolene met
and married "Stan," a wonderful
young man who is the complete
opposite of Hank. Stan doesn't
drink or do drugs and would never
raise a hand to a woman. He genuinely loves my grandson as though
he were his own,and Stan's parents
do too. He's already seen a lawyer
about adopting the little guy.
"Todd" is too young to understand that the man he knows as
Daddy is not really his father. Abby,
how much should Todd be told
about his birth father? And at what

age''
J.B., LARGO. FLA.
DEAR J.B.: Todd should be
told the truth as soon as he is
old enough to understand,
although he need not be told all
of the details at once. I believe
that children who ask questions
deserve honest answers.
*

DEAR ABBY: I work in a large
three-story department store and
am concerned about a potential
threat to children: the escalator!
The public needs to be educated
that escalators are not toys and can
be very dangerous.

DAILY COMICS

BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Parents let their kids ride and
run on them unsupervised. If a
child has a loose shoestring or rides
with his or her foot at the side ofthe
railing, the escalator can pull the
whole foot down into it.
There are also accidents involving the elderly. Their balance is not
as good as it used to be; they step on
the escalator, lose their balance and
fall. I have even seen them get on
with walkers.
Parents who take their little
ones on in strollers are also at risk.
There are always elevators available. Escalator accidents rarely
happen due to a malfunction of the
escalator; they happen because of
negligence on the part of the passengers.
Please don't use my name or city.
Sign me...
CONCERNED IN FLORIDA
DEAR CONCERNED: Thank

you for the reminder. I have
seen the damage that can result
from an escalator accident, and
it's considerable. Escalators are
not harmless and should be
treated with a healthy respect.

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

CALVIN and HOBBES
Momi SAIS
*HAT A
Busl OVI! ROADs ARF: PRE-MI
I'M PETI'1 CLEAR, Sc 5c.No3L
VikLL PR,6ABL:1
OPER NAN
ToMoRctow

NON I WV I'D DONE MI
MAN HoMEvioRK INSIVAD
OF ?LAING OUTSIDE ALL

...OR I WISH ID DONE \

BEFORE DINNER _OR AFTER
onekER... OR itiS1V.A0
WATCHING
. OR BEFORE
, 8E0 33T NOW g's 'Too LATE

A DAM CAN REALL1 SUP Si
Wk.kts1 `l0\112E 9ELIBEIZATE1-1
AVo‘DING
lou'RE
S.PPoSED 717)tC

•.4

-I'm sorry, Sidney, but I can no longer help you....
These are not my people.'
CATHY
7

APRA DRESSES FOR WOMEN
WHO DON'T HAVE TIME TO
GOOK ...HOT PANTS FOR
WOMEN WHO DON'T HAVE
TIME TO

BIKER SWATS CDR WDMEN
WHO OCAT HAVE TIME TO
RIDE BIKES...TRACK SUITS
FOR WorefEto WHO Cott HAVE
RUAI ON A TRACK...
TIME

HOW ABOUT A
CUTE HOSTESS
GOWN FOR THE
PARTV YOU OOPIT
HAVE TItAE TO
'THROW?

DENIAL
WEAR.

ITS A LOOK THAT'S
DEflNiNG A DECADE!

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

3

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
KNoV4 ‘.41HATt

IRD?

HERE WE ARE-Alt4OCT
OUT- OF litGH SCHOOL,AN'
HAIFTHE GUYS I TALK

poNer Kr•riw
THEy wANNA pp yEr!

ro

I 14.AN Naive GoT
1
HAVE A PLAN YOJ C.N•1.
J136TDRIFT- UM INTO

-THE- WORLD WITHOUT
SOME MND OF
DIREC110N.

CAN you IMPI2INE IT?

HPOING youR WHOLE.
FUTURE OUT THERE

L.1t<E„ pasiT ODJ THINK
TARTS PRETry STUPID?

AHEPD OF YOU,AN'Nor
KNOW WHERE_ yt7o.RE
GOIN3?

GARFIELD
ITS GOOD TO SEE
440L) ON THE JOB
WHAT
JOB?

AND, WHERE DID THAT
HOLE. IN THE WALL
COME FROM ?

0

1 "Harper
Valley —"
4 Hen
9 Hwy.
12 Confederate
soldier
13 Writer —
Rogers St.
Johns
14 Org. of
Amer.
States
15 Omission of a
sound
17 Unrefined
19 Boring
20 Thick carpet
21 Actress
Moran
23 Grimiest
27 Spree
29 Seed coating
30 Roman two
31 Marsh
32 Interrupt
(2 wds.)

34 For each
35 Actor —
Asner
36 Be overfond
37 Orchard
39 One who
gives
evidence
42 Miners finds
43 God of love
44 Coup d' —
46 Sunfish
48 Exchange for
a newer
model
(2 wds.)
51 Sesame
52 I.e., in full
54 — sequitur
55 — and downs
56 Walking
sticks
57 Before Wed

Answer to Previous Puzzle

OMO MOOMO 00
000 00D00 MM A
MBOMOU 000000
000 M0000
MOO 00 0000
MOO 0000 MO 0
00 0000000 OM
MOO 0000 MOO
000MD 00 1200151
MoOOM 000
UODUD D maim
000 OUMMO MOM
000 00000 GOO
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4 Out on —
(temporarily
free)
5 Objects of
adoration
6 Lair
7 Letterman ID
8 Sailing

9 Red cosmetic
10 Youngster
11 Language
DOWN
suffix
16 Caroled
1 Before (pref.)
18 Train track
2 — Aviv
20 Spore cases
3 Tolerating
21 Receded
22 — — Janeiro
24 Made of
10 11
1
2
3
4
5
8
7
6
9
cereal
25 Sifter
13
14
26 Exhausts
12NU
28 Of money
15
18
management
I716.
33 South19
20
western
Indians
26
21
23 24
34 Omen
36 Woman's
name
27
30
28
29•
38 Highway
40 Pares
34
31
32 il
41 Concise
45 Makes lace
35
37
46 British
3aIII
hiIiI
thermal unit
39
40
41
42
(abbr )
47 Tear
44
48 —
Command43•II
ments
49 Debtor's note
50 Compass pt
52
III
53 Prosecutor
labbr

uuu
UUII25

III

PEANUTS

MERE'S YOUR SOCK
CHARLIE BROWN. I COULDN'T
6ET THE 8ALL OUT

MN
II

illIU 4. so
billWI
s4
.
Vil

DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband was
diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease
seven years ago. Since then, I've
noticed considerable amounts of deterioration in his memory and personal
habits. He will not seea doctor now
and, as a result, I suffer from considerable stress. I hear there is a new
skin test to prove if a person suffers
from Alzheimer's and others tell me
an autopsy performed,on certain
brain cells is the only confirmation.
Who's right?
DEAR READER: Your husband
appears to be suffering from the predictable consequences of Alzheimer's
disease, a chronic and progressive
nerve disorder that causes severe
mental deterioration, which will eventually render its victims demented
and totally dependent.
The only way really to diagnose the
disease is by brain biopsy or analysis
at autopsy. There is no skin test for
this purpose. Consequently, while I
share your concern that the diagnosis
equivocaL__Lbel
accept your husband's doctor's conclusion, based on the patient's
appearaj_ictand behavior.
You now need to address your own
stress level. Many communities have
resources for people in your predicament. Counseling, support groups,
home health aides, and visiting nurses can all help. In addition, you may
soon have to consider placing your
husband in a nursing home or skilled
nursing facility.
Finally, your husband's doctor
should prescribe drugs, such as
Mellaril, to help control.the confusion
and belligerency that accompany
Alzheimer's. A new drug, Cognex,
may actually slow the cognitive deterioration of Alzheimer's, but the medicine is not effective in the advanced
stages of the disease.
Please work with your husband's
neurologist to discover ways to reduce
your stress, as well as to make your
husband feel better. Based on your
brief comments, I suspect that your
spouse's condition.will continue to
deteriorate — and you should be setting up your options before home care
becomes impossible.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report -Alzheimer's Disease." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1.25 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2433,
New York, NY 10163. Be sure to mention the title.
1994. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Admission applications
due at MSU by April 1

DEATHS
H. Franklin Sprecher Jr.

Mrs. Lucille Horita
Mrs Llicdle Narita. 67. R4 I. Alms). died Wednesday at the home
•1 her daughter, &in. Darlene Peterson, Rt. I. Hoolrnan Estates, III
she le as a member of Almo Church of Christ.
r:orn April 5, 1926. in Paris. Tenn., she was the daughter of the laic
Lamb and Manserva Etiaabeth Bailey Lamb Also pre‘eding
Ft death were two Mien. Fay Pussiartain and Masine Lamb, and
:
_
brother. Sky Lamb.
Nur% iyors iniclauk her husband. Norimasa iJim) Hor-iU. Rt. 1. Alms.
‘I
laughter, Mrs. Darlene Peterson, Hoofman Estates. III., three sisL.ts Mrs Edith Norton. Mrs. Marie Ellison and Juanita Smith: three
others, Bud Lamb. Warren Lamb and Charles Lamb. three
c;and,h'Wren.
:he funeral will be Saturday at 10 a.m in LeDon Chapel of Ridge
Mortician. Paris. Tenn. R.B Barton of Almo Church of Christ
•
l• tale

•

in Oak Hill Cemcter). Pans, Tenn
• ,lends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p m Fnda% and
•:„ r
th Saturday
,latal

MIN

follow

Mrs. Freda M. Thurmond
\Ir. Freda M Thurmond, 71, of Miami. Ha formerly of Murray .
Tuesda at 2:55 a.m at Greenbriar Hospice Facilits, 'slum]
ii:r husband. Thomas Guthnc Thurmond, died in December IQN;
Nug 2S. lqlq, in London. England. she was the daughter of the
raR Kithard Nlark Knowles and Mars KnoWles
%Ir. Thurmond was a member of Sunset Church of Chnst, Miami
s
include two daughters, Mary Glenda Thurmond and Mr
/1
1 huntiond. both of Lasorna. Mich : and two sons. James R
hdrmond and Thomas Mark 'Thurmond. both of Miami
Orasesidc sers ices will be Monday, March 1. at l0 3 m at Murray
;:, Cemetery
f H- Chu-ix-hill Funeral Home- has charge avf local arrangement:. but
.1siiion will be scheduled

MSU gets awards
-i.ollowing a national collegiate:
•.1..cketing compeuuon. the Admisslons Marketing Report announced
ILs ,
A inners this week Murray State
nisersit earned two awards
The announcement was made by
Tan 1chacl Lok. publisher of Ad sons
Report, a na..1 newspaper of adrins.saons
• g. based in Atlanta. Ga
• :.g to Lok, the winners in
. annual tompetiuon were
niarkeung. advenising
mis prolc•ssionals. -The
CT,...riC1 demonstrated over. • „it.%
markeUng execuuon
...;•act of message," said Lok
s,e Slurray State honors came in
ategories of direct mail adver-: and admissions search pieces
entries were produced
\
s marketing and public
.1,ions office According to John
m,:X•naid. Murray. States director
.‘: rlarltoung and public relations.
enrollment goals have re.4 aired irst -rate marketing tools
\us groups and other research
methods arc providing. information
nc•ccs.u-y for developing suth ffla;:rt:f:s
:)r Ronald Kurth. !/
141urray State
•Lient called the marketing
- < c:raigtit - forward information
to provide potential muwith sILII lads about the
• ersity
Our approach in marketing has
been one of exchange That ineludes telling- students know ur ads ante what they will get for their
money Our message emphasues
uu.al:ty academics, the friendliness
• .t tat ulty and staff, and the attrac:se options associated with this

whe!si it Atave a tugh ranking in
Afflefk:a S Best Colleges." -Murray
State was rated in the top quarule
among southern regional and liberal
arts colleges and urns ersilies
-Through our marketing efforts, we
are sharing our accomplishmen:with future college students.' Kurt!
s;.licl
Murray Slate has won three Mt
tional marketing honors and sok
district awards since as marketing
and public relations offite %vas
created in l'S12 The office was also
recognited in two national publications and prepared a videotape
v. hk h appeared on. the nationall
tele.ised -CBS This Morning
The marketing effort is seen hs
Paul Radk:. Murra State'. dire, tor
of school relations. as essential to
Raidke mentioned
rt.\ ruitment
sonic notable figures relating to
recent Mg: reeruiting highest
full-time pring enrollment. 1(4+42.
highest pumor class. fall 14Q2. highest senior :lass. fall P-b43. second
highest total hcad:ount. tall 1491.
2 4 percent- in:rease in freshmen.
fall 19'4 3; and 41 per,cnt in,•reasc in
freshmen Afri,an-Amerkan students. fall P-b“

H. Franklin Sprecher Jr., 82, 0( 3250 Spanish Rivet Dr.. Pompano
Beach. Fla.. formerly of Silver Springs. Md. died Theaday at Fres:kr-kit Memorial Hospital, Frederick, Md
Mr Sprecher retired in 1966 as a personnel officer at the Federal
Reserve Board. He was a Navy veteran of World War II. He sang in
the St. Camillus Catholic Church Choir in Silver Springs, Md., and
was a member of Apollo Club of Minneapolis. Minn.
His wife. Mrs. Jocelyn Rose Eikn Sprecher. died in 1965. Born
April 2. 1911, in Minneapolis. he was the son of the late Henry Franklin Sprecher Sr. and Tressa Hickes Sprecher. One sister, Virginia
Craig, also-preceded him in death
Sur% isms include two daughters. Mrs. Susan Farley Abbott of Murras and Mrs. Mary 'Joan Hanky of Frederick. Md.; one son. Richard
Paul Sprecher of Columbus. Ohio. six grandchildren. Amy Hanky,
mai.) Hanle), Jennifer Sprecher,('arey Sprecher. Hayley Farley and
lillian Farley, a sister-in-law and brother-in-law. Frank and Joyce
Klingberg of Pompano Beach; social nephews and cousins.
Orasessile services will be Monday. March 21, at 11 a.m. at Arlington %Alma! Cemetery with full military honors.
Md.. is
Frederick.
Pike.
Opossumtown
1621
Stauffer Funeral Home.
harge of arrangements. ,
Memorial donations may be made to St. Camillus Catholic Church
holt 1600 St Camillus Dr.. Silser Springs. Md. 20901.

April 1 is the deadline for submitwig admission applications for
summer or fall terms at Murray
State University in order to preschedule classes.
Advance acheduling of classes
for the summer sessions and fall
semester will begin April II. Only
those individuals who have been
admitted to the University are abk
to pre-scheduk. r-

Summer school is scheduled
from May 31 through Aug. 5. The
tall 1994 semester begins Aug. 24.

Stock Market Report

Mrs. Charlotte Chaney O'Farrell
motional scr%Kes for Mrs. Charlotte Suianne Chaney O'Farrell
be Sunda s at 2:10 p.m in Hale Chapel of First United Methodist
Chui,h. %%ryas
spressions of %swaths may'lle made to First United Methodist
Church. Murray. or tht American Cancer Society.
mrs O'Farrell. 18, Tucson. Arir, died Monday at 5:30 p.m. at her
honk' She was born Nov. 5. 1445 at Glasgow. Ky.
Surs i.ors include two daughters, Mrs. Mansa C. Anderson and hsuhand. Tros. and Mrs. Lindsay C. ectersen, one son, Benjamin L.
Petersen and w de. Su/anne, one grandson. Benjamin L. Petersen Jr..
two siepgrand.hildren. David Petersen and Rumur Petersen, all of
I son. .Arli
NIso surs is is mg are her parents. Joseph G. and Marie Ford Chancy,
one tvother, .10.s.ept ci. Chaney Jr.. _and wife. Lynda. one nieee.„ Chanon
I - cc Chanes, and one nephew. Joseph G. Chancy III and wife. Julia,
all of %tuna.
Funeral rites were Wekincsda at Tucson Primitive Baptist Church,
I u, son. Aft/.

Applacauons are available in the
admissions and registrar s office in
Sparks Hall or by calling 762-3741
Murray States administrative offices will be closed March 16-18 for
spring tweak. Regular hours resume
March 21.
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Bloodborne Pathogens
course will be offered
at Murray State April 8
The Occupational Safety and
Health Training Center on the campus ot Slurras State Cniversity will
otter a three-hour training course on
Bloodhorne Pathogens on Fnday.
April S. from 8 to 11 a.m.
The course will emphasue -the
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration requirements for the
health care prouder who may come
in contact with human blood and
other potenualls infectious materials Protection against AIDS and
Hepatitis B will be one .of the
primars objeitises of the course.
Instruction will include universal
precautions. personal protective

equipment, labels and signs, housekeeping requiremcnts„and decontamination procedures.
The Occupational Safety and
Health Training Center is an adjunct
to the Murray State deparuncnt of
occupational safety and health and
provides training in the handling of
hazardous materials and emergency
response throughout the five-state
region.
The course will be conducted in
room 146 of the Collins Center for
Industry and Technology on the
Murray State campus. The fcc for
the course is $30. For additional
information and registration, call
762-3385.

'N-AUS-1 IN%®
Spring Break '94
Look Hot...Be Cool!

V4e continue to communicate
:he _fact that Murray State is a
ude n t -centered un is ersits .- Kurth
S tic • sift World Report
a.licd
r;,ognized Murray Slates qualities
AMP
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You've gotta see our outstanding
new selection of

.1111143

syeasci as
Sleee-31

A special thanks to these Corn-Austin' girls...Maggie Snyder,
Brandy Murphy, Tosh Shoemaker, Jenny Bell and Karla Blakley.

CD OWNERS'
Are You Earning
Went lase
% Gieranieed
Far Owe Year."
'vs Amuse Fees!
t;unranked Retain d Principal!
Matti* Wow Fealerte
Cal Now ler Mery Jafernassima
Ow TairJeferra1 Aswan
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Bennett Ins.
Services, Inc.
502-759-1880
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All J1. and Missy Sportswear
Best Brands In The Area

20% Off

